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SUCCEEDS GLEASON IN THAW
MURDER TRIAL.
PIeas of Both Self-defense and _ In-
sanity are Being Set Forth to
, Save White's Slayer.
NEW YORK, Feb. 6.—Delphin M.
Delinas, the famous western attor-
tey took charge of the Thaw case
.today., superseding John R. Gleason.
he principal witness this morning
was Benj. Boman. a former stage
neorkeeper. who testified that White
threatened to kill Thaw when he
found. that the young Pittsburger
was itieetilig Evelyn Nesbit, who
was aril the architect's protege.
Jerome today withdrew his objec-
tions to the effort to show that sev-
eral of Thaw's relatives had been in-
sane. He objected strenuously to
the testimony offered to sh.,w self-
defense as a motive for the murder,
, bat Delmas got the better of the ar-
gumeiit and was sustained by the
court.,
The:task of proving to a jury that
Harry K. Thaw was insane through
hereditary and mental stress when
he shot Stanford White was taken
up yesterday by the defense, but
when adjournment was announced
it was the general opinion in the
court-room that but little progress
had been made.
Tha'tv's _attorneys endeavored in
vain to place before the jury evi-
iienceltending, it was said, to prove
a strain of insanity in the collatteral
branches of the defendant's family,
but titey were blocked by District
Attorney Jerome, whose objections
were upheld by the ruling of Justice
-4‘Fitzgerald.
The, defense managed, however,
to getbef ore the jury the testimony
, of an iexpert thi iu his opinion,
• Harr t Thaw was "suffering from In-
sanity' the night of the tragedy.
Mr. Jerome undertook to break
downithe evidence of the alienist—
Dr. U. C. Wiley, of Pittsburg—and
for three hours put him through a
cross examination as severe; as any
I ever heard in a New York court.
The prosecutor was relentlees in his
attack and before he had finished
Dr. Wiley protestingly declared:
"I did not come here as an expert;
E I mime Its a witness to a fact. and I
have been converted into an expert
without being prepared for it."
4P
The district attorney astonished
34c veryene by his intimate knowledge
f medicine and its technical phras-
.- °logy; demonstrating the care with
which he had prepared himself to
meet the very defense which Thaw's
counsel had entered in his behalf.
Dr. H. Bingamia, of Pittsburg,
who ties been a family pisysician of
the Thaws for thirty years, testified
that he had known Harry Thaw
.0ver !since his infancy. He had
treated him once, at the age of 7
yciatfit: for St. Vitus' .4 dance. He
seemed to be a lad of highly nervous
tempertnent aod slept badly at night.
- -4*
_ SPECIAL DMPAION
AT 1ST. PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
BY EVANGELIST BIRCH
The First Presbyterian church 'is
lipiaaning for a special evangelistic
campaign under the direction of
'. Rev. Chester Birch, an accredited
/ 
lt,vangelist of that church, and who-, .
lhas been the assistant of Dr. Chap-. .
, man In more than one of his famous
campaigns. ,
Mr. Birch is an acoomplished cor-
lnetistand carries with him, where-
ever lie goes, a gold instrument pre-
sented to him some years ago by
some :admiring friends. He makes
good use of his cornet in the meet-
ingot.
Mr. Birch has been extraordinarily
',.. helpful to men and is remarkably
•-i succeSsful in his meetings with them
I The' meeting is proposed for Feb-
ruary 20th to March 5th.
• o _ . 
Wanted — Gentleman or lady to
itravei for mercantile honse of large
'capital. Territory at home or abroad,
suit. If desirable, the home may
%e used as headquarters. Weekly
4alary of $1,000 per year and ex-
nses. Address Jos,. A.. cpca. nder,
Be nsv#1e, K '' .. wit
1-
H A T ABOUT PEOPLE IAND THINGS
livered at Chaulatiquas. Mr. Hol-
comb was intimately associated with
the Georgia. evangelist and was with
him when he died. His lecture
should be one of vast interest. Sam
Jones was unique. His success In
the evangelistic field RAS marvelous.
Imitators have sprung up here at d
there for years, but the who have
aped his methods or stolen his say-.
ings have only succeeded in disgust-
ing their hearers, and accomplishing
little good religiously. Back of Sam
Jones' mouth was his great heart
and big brain. . The Rev. Len A.3%.
Broughton, who was a close friend
of. Mr..lones, is preparing a biogra.
Phy of the evangelist. for British
publishers. Sam Jones was never
abroad, but his fame had encircled
the World, and the English story of
his life is expected to have a large
sale.
The 'noel, important contribution,
from a Viewpoint of moiey value,
yet made to tite two carloads of
Christian county logs. wilich J. B.
Walker is colleting for 'the Ken-
may building at the Jamestown
exposition, is that of County Cleat I
Gabe L. Campbell, who has donated I
five logs of red elm, black walnut,
black locust, wild cherry and cedar I
Thomas W. Long, whovl has been !
ill of laryngitis for two weeks, is
still under the care of a physician
and trained nurse, but s convales-
centl if he continues to improve he
will leave in a few days fdpr Florida
to recuperate his strength.
A farmer, two bankers'. a lawyer
and a doctor were chosen members
o: the Elks lodge last, night, and-
there was a bunch of new. petitions
The "six best selling" Americanrepresenting half a dozen Other call-
nings. Meriwether A: Mason, Judge ovels in 1906, according to the
J. T. Hanbery, Gus T. Brannon Bookman's monthly lists, were Mrs.
Wharton's "The House of Mirth,'Will H. Fyke, Jr., and Dr. J. E.
Stone were elected, and the degree Booth Tarkington's "The Conquest
of Conaan," Meredith Nicholson'sof the order was impressively con-
"The House of 'a Thousand Can-
and 
upon Messrs. Brannon, Fyke
dies," Owen Wister's "Lady Balti-
ary 14 an anniversary banquet will
Mason. On the night of Febru-
more," Upton Sinclair's "The Jun-
be given in the Elks' home. There gle," and Wineton Churchill's "Con
will be a substantial collation and a iston." Out of a total Of thirty "bes
lively program of after-dinner sellers" thirteen were wiitten by- 
speeches. women as against, seventeen by men,
! the proportion of women represented
being greater than in an preceding
An advertisement in the current I year.
number of "Talent" states that Rev. !
•Walt Holcomb is preparing a lecture OA LOSpepsuit OUrt






































Committees at Work And Elaborate
Plans Will Be Carried Out.—Will
Attract Thousand'.
Arrangements /for a three days'
Music Festival to be given here in
the coming spring are now under
way. If the plans as outlined go
through, the city is likely to have
one of the biggest celebrations 'ever
held in this section of the country..
The Festival is to be given in May,
and utill incidentally commemorate
in a unique way the fiftieth anniver-
sary of the institution of the May
Music Festival in America, as we
now know it.
Theodore Thomas was, of course,
largely to the fore in this great work,
but since his lamented death the
work has gone forward under June s
Dattirosch, Van der Stucken and a
few others with undiminished vigor.
Of these, Innes seems to have come
closer than the others to the hearts
of the people by reason of the
breadth and universality of his
methods, and because of this, efforts
are being made to sectire .him and
his Orchestral Band as one of the
leading features of the Festival. No-
table singers are to appear, and in
addition a school children's festive
chorus of 1500 voices will be trained
for the celebration.
Aside from the educational fea-
tures. the financial results to busi-
ness interests where large gatherings 111
of out-of-town people are secured 
„
shonid not be overlooked, and it is
to be hoped, therefore, that, if for y,
no other reason, tilt proposed Festi-
val will meet with such pronounced IP,
favor l'as will justify its sponsors in •
announcing it as an anntial celebra- 0
tion.
The object of the proposed Festival
is, first of all, to create such a center
of attraction here as will result in
bringing visitors here hi. large num-
ber. All of the business men of ,the
city are talking a large interest, and i•there is in grant{ and good old South
share in the preliminary plans. eaga; Christian. But, thanks to the God
The railroads will be urged to who made both hills and valleys, the
make a one-way rate from all points 1 forest and the plains, while it has
in the state. The Commercial Club I been some of our lots to live where
has taken up the matter and the , there is hill to climb and mud to
plans are expected to go forward I wade, still we can content ourselves,
with a rush. It is confidently ex- as we all live at home and have
pected that one of the incidental re- nothing to lose and all to gain. We
suits of the Festival Witt be the wip will stand the storms; it won't be
ing out of the tabernacle debt for jlong till spring will come, bye and
good and all. A big Festival Choruebye.
is to be organised. While. the mein- I mi.. and
 Mrs. Ben 
Yancey spent
be,rship of this body will be coin- lest Saturday and Sunday at Kirks-
posed largely of local singers, yet it manville, Ky., visiting the family of





Cor. Main ta 10th Sts
We Now Have One of the
Best Display Rooms
in the State
Our business is growing every year and we expect
to make 1907 our banner year if reasonable prices amid a
square deal to everybody is appreciated by the public.




Shown in this end of the state. Come and see how our
new quarters look, price our goods and we think you
will help us make 1907 a record-breaker;
Fi A1 YOST C011
t Incorporated
214-210 SOUT11 MAIN STREET.
ary choruses in Pembroke, Elkton,
Guthrie and Cadiz, which will be
regularly rehearsed and trained un-
der the same director, and all Of
which choruses will finally amalga-
mate for the giving of the big Festi-
val. All hats off, then,. to Hopkins-
vine's first Annual Spring Festival.
BOYD'S SCHOOL HOUSE.
Boyd's School House is located
eight miles north of Hopkinsville,
two miles east of Kelly's station on
the Johnson mill road and on R. F.
D. No. 6, and in a community where
all Is peace and happiness, where the
people obey the command of the
Great Jehovah, "Love thy neighbor
as thyself," and where they know no
high and no low, but all stand, as it
were, on the same scale, the natural
C, and where mud is plentiful and
money is scarce. But they have
long since learned tits& what they
can't get, to do without.
A great many of our farmers have
signed the pledge to the Tobacco As-
sociation and some have sold on the
outside, stiltall are in favor eta:it/ace
and good will to all. Your ciirre-
spondent is highly in favor of the
Association, but willing to submit
every man's opinion to his own
judgment. We are in favor of the
farmer succeeding in anything that
is right and honorable for his ad-
vancement, for from the farm all
lines of trade live, so come on, boys,
and let us make prices that we can
live at and sell tobacco at 10 cents
for natural and 15 cents for leaf.
Wtrat looks well in this locality,
though not much of it is raised in
the hills of North Christian like
Some farmers have begun to burn
and sow plant beds in tids neighbor-
hood and preparing for another crop
U. H. Boyd, who moved to Hop-
kinsville early in the fall, is spend-
ing a great deal of his time at his
old home working up his tobacco
crop to get it ready for market.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cavanaugh,
of Earlington, Ky., spent several
days last week with the family of
Joe L. White.
Miss Ellen Yancey, of Barnes.
spent last week visiting with Mrs
Effie Yancey of this vicinity.
Miss Ada Martin, of Crofton, is
visiting Miss Anna Morris here this
week.
Mrs. Monroe Boyd, who has been
sick for some time, is reported some
better.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Yancey, of
the Dogwood neighborhood, spent
last Saturday and Sunday visiting
E. G. Robinson's family at Bluff
Spring, Ky.
CROFTON CHAT.
Mrs BAtie Brewer is in Empire_
visiting her - grandson Willie Mc-
Ginley.
\V. bong, of Madisonville,
was here. on •business last week.
Misses Carrie and .Normie Hendrix
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Mar-
garet Allen, in Lebanon, Tenn.
Mr. Bud Woodson and dau,..thter,
Miss Vera, of Humboldt, Tenn..
visited relatives here last week.
Rev. R. L. Melton, who formei ly
lived here but has resided in Clarks-
ville for the past .year, has Moved
his family to Howell, Ind.
Mrs. Jennie Melton, fel- Howell,
visited her brother Mr. Charles
Woodson, who is still very ill, last'
week.
Mr. Clark Bowles is confined to
his room with mumps.
Mr. Isaiah Hendrix spent Sunday
here with his father Dr. A. A. Hen-
drix.
Mr. Arthur McIntosh who has
been very sick is better.
Mr. Arthur Lacy vis:ted his par-
ents near here last week.He has ac-I cepted a position as druggist in
Hardwicks drug department in
I Hopkinsville.
! Mr. Garnett Brasher w!so lives
I near here is very sick.
Rev. Weir preached at the Bap-
tist church last Sunday morning and
evening.
Mr. Leo Price and Miss Ethel
Bowling were married at. the home
of the bride's parents Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Bowling, Sunday Jan. 27
and are residing atMadisonville. We




R. C. Hardwick Sells His Consumers
Co.'s Holdings.
B. C. Hardwick has disposed et
his interest in the oldCousumers Ice
& Coal Co. to the Ellis Ice & Coal
company. The price was not made
public. On account of the fire which
destroyed the plant of the Consum-
ers Ice & Coal company shortly af-
ter Mr. Hardwick had secured it,
there was very little real property
included in the transfer. The deal
was closed some time ago but was
not announced until today.
In an interview this morning Mr.
Hardwick stated that the plans
under consideration when the plant
was bought had been disarranged
by the subsequent fire so he dispos-










A Birthplace Worth  Saving.
MINIM
AMMO  By Mark Twain
•
There is a natural human instinct heroes of our Republic it is
 really a I
hat is gratified by the sight of any- remarkable instance 
of national!
ing hallowed by association with neglect that more that 
forty years !
rest man or with great deeds. So should have passed without a
 fitting
tribute to the memor • of Lincoln,
Mark Tvyain -
!people make pilgrimages to the town
.whose streets were .once trodden by
.$Itakespeare, and Hartford . guarded
by her Charter Oak for centuries be-
cause it had a hole in it that helped
,to save the tiberties of a colony. But
in most cases the connection be-
.tween the great man of the great
:Vent and the relic we revere is ac-
cidental. Shakespeare might have.
lived in any other town as *ell as in
Stratford, and Connecticut's charter
might have been hidden in a wood-
chuck hole as well as in the Charter
stand forever as a shrine of patriot-
Oak. But it was no accident that 
ism and peace, a fitting memorial to 
planted Lincoln on a Kentucky 
the great citizen who was born there
, ; 
farm, half-way between the Lakes
quid the Gulf. The association.there
;had substance in it. Lincoln be-
?onged just where he was put. If
the Union was to be saved, it had to
'rhe a man of F,ucli an origin that
sihould save it. No wintry New
ngland Brahmin could have done
)t, or any torrid cotton-planter, re-
ti;arding the distant Yankee as a
species of obnoxious foreigner. It
iieeded a man of the Border, where 
coin used to go With his father, the 
ivil war meant the grapple of broth-. 
boy seated astride a sack of corn on
the broad back of the 'old mare.
rr with brother and disunion a raw
When the park is devetoped it is
and gaping wound. It needed one
who knew1avery t from books 
said that the Louisville & Nashville
who bore the heavIest burden ever
carried I3y an A meriifan President
and fell in harness, a Ivictim of as-
sasination. There i no knowing
when any action wop
taken had it not been
coin Birthplace Farm
I auction in August
the proceeds might b
the back taxes. All b
d have been
,hat the Lin-
es put up at
1905. that
used to pay




of country and a reverence for the
memory of Lincoln" to become .
member. Each member is called
upon to contribute whatever amount
bidders.. represented 401110 business
concern anxious,to get control of the I
property for adv4tising purposes: I •
but this one bidder saved the farm I
and averted what would have been I
a national disgrace. - e represented ! :ak pernii.„,
a private citizen, who lielieved time of "xecl"re''
tiistoric ground Should be the prop-
erty of the America people and.
having acanired the place, he turned
it over to the association'. of public-
spirited men, who quickly organized
and determined to develop it into a I somely engraved certificate of mem-
Lincoln National Park that should bership, bearing the seal of the asso-
elation, with the autographs of the
Officers and trustees. The name of
the member is then entered in the
The farms is ideal for such a pur- I permanent catalog, which is to he
pose. Consisting of .one hundred i kept forever in a place of honor in
and ten acres in the rolling blue., the historical building to be erected
grass region of Larue county, Ken- at the Park. • Thus the funds ar
e be-
tacky, it is crossed by a picturesque I ing raised by popular member
ship
stream, has many shady groves, and I sunscriptions.and already the nailifs
posses the famous rock spring near I are coming in by hundreas from
which it is proposed Oat the Lin- 1 every state in the union, more than
coin statue shall be erected. But a I fifteen thousand having joined be?
short distance away. along the turn- fore November 1. The labor unions,
pike, stands the old mill where Lin- fraternal orders, historical societies,
woint ICS clubs, and organizations of
all sorts have pledged themselves to
spiead the work during the coning
winter, and seventy-five per cent of
the, daily newspapers. recognizing
only, but as a living thing, knew the 
railroad will establish a branch ter- the broadly democratic spirit and
hood that was mixed With the evil,
nu m nal near the entrance. typical Americanism of the move-
and knew the evil not merely as it 
The plan of the Lincoln Farm as-4 ment, have promised to give tlie tre-
.
affected the negroes, but it's hardly 
soc a . on is
less baleful influence upon the poor
whites. It needed one who knew
iow human all the parties to tpe .
quarrel were, how much alik they
were at bottom, who saw them all
reflected in himself, and felt their
dissensions like the tearing apart of
is own soul. When the war came
c•-eorgia sent an arn.y in gray and N
Massachusetts an army in blue, but
lientucky raised armies for both,
lides.
And this man sprung from South-
ern poor whites, born on a Kentucky
farm and transplanted to an Illinois
village, this man, in whose heart
Knowledge and charity liivi left no,
room for malice, was marked by
Providence as the one to "bind up
the nation's wounds." His birth-
place is worth saving.
The above article by the great
American author and humorist re-
fers to the movement on foot to make
of the Lincoln Birthplace Farm a
national park of patriotism. Con-
sidering the preservation of Mount
Vernon, the Washington Monument
the classic tomb of Grant, and the
Abraham Lincoln •
he or she wishes, provided it is not
less than twenty-five cents or more
than twenty-five dollars, and to
every member is issued a large, ham .d
very simple see -is I mentions weight of publicity to it.
The officers and board of trustees
of the Lincoln Firm association,
which has its offices at 74 Broadway.
New York City, are as follows:
Joseph`M. Folk, president, goV-
ernor of Missouri ;Joseph H. 'Mate,
ex-ambassador to England; Henry
Watterson, editor of Louisville Cou-
rier-Journal; cardinal Gibbons,
archbishop of, Baltimore; Edward
M. Shepard, lawyer and author;
1 August Belmont, director of the
Louisville & Nashville R.. R.; Hor-
ace Porter, ox-ambassador to Fragee ;
William Travers Jerome, district
attorney of New York county; Jen-
kin Lloyd lones, director Lincoln
Centie, Chicago; Charles A. Towne,
congressman from New York; Wil-
liam H. Taft, secretary of war; Ly-
man J. Gage, ex-secretary of treas-
nry; Norman Hapgood, of Collier's;
Ida M. 'Parboil, biographer Of Lin-
coin; Samuel L. Clemens (Mark
to have been inspired by a profound. Augustus Saint-Gaudens,
belief in the individual patriotism scluptor; Albert Shaw, editqr of
of American men and ,women. In- ; view of Reviews; Thomas Hastings,
stead of appealing to a wealthy few ' arctitteet; Robert J. Collier, of Col-
to carry out the work, the associa- Her'
Hon has given its cause to the viliole presii
people, ask ing•"every man, woman. Co..; It
score of other memorials to lesser and child hitwhose heart 
is the love tary.
..Clarence Mackay, treasurer,
t Postal Telegraph & Cable
chard Lloyd Jones, secre-
BO AROUND WORLD Ge
n. Booth, Who Will Visit the United States
GEN. BOOTH MAPS OUT SEV-
ERAL TRAVEL TOURS.
Follows Fame of Army -Will Visit Un-
ited States, Canada. Japan and
Perhaps Siberia.
LONDON, Feb. 2.—Gen. William
Booth, the aged founder and head
of the Salvation Army, has if-lapped
out several travel tours for this year,
ineluding two visits to the United
States. The general left for Den-
mark, Norway and Sweden, where
for two weeks he will address two or
three meetings a day. Feb. 23 lie
will leave for New York. He will
spend two weeks there before pro-
ceeding by way of Canada to take
the steamer Minnesota April 1 for
Japarr.
After traveling through the em-
pire of the mikado, Gen. Booth will
go on to Pekin. He has not yet de-
cided whether he will return to
England by the Siberian railroad or
via the Suez canal.
In any event, he will be back in
London by July to commence an ,
automobile campaign through the
British isles. At the conclusion of
this trip, in October, he will again
cross the Atlantic for a two months'
our of the United States.
A liquid cold relief With .a laxative
principle which drives out the cold
through,a copious action of the bow-
els, and a healing principle which
lingers in the throat and stops the
cough—that is Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup. Safe and sure in its
action; pleasant to take; and con-
forms to National Pure Food and
Drug Law. Contains no opiates.




Remedy to any other for our
Cough
child-
ren," says Mr. L. W. Woodbury, of
Twining, Mich. "It has also done
the work for us in hard colds and
croup and we take pleasure in re-
commending it" For sale by the
Anderson Fowler Drlig Co.(Inc.)tbe




RIDERS IN THE PEACEFUL
COUNTY OF TRIGG.
Record Tells Of The Latest Outrages.
—Resolutions Adopted By The
Association Members.
The Cadiz Record says:
Another act of the "night riders"
was committed in the Montgomery
neighborhoo0 -last Thursday night,
which is greatly deplored by the cit-
izens generally as welhas the tobac-
co association of this county, upon
whom time trust people are ever rea-
dy to saddle any act of lawlessness
Upon this occasion the barns of
Messrs. M. A. Pilkinton. Pies Pilk-
inton, lrurnett Humphries, F. M.
Cameron. John Froman, Arnold and
Lee Thomasson and a' share hand
upon the farm of L. A. Miller were
visited. At most of the 'barns they
took some four or five hundred
pounds of tobacco outside and scat-
tered It around over the ground, out
at Ples Pilkinton's they threw about
fifty pounds into his:43ond, and at
Mr. Cameron's they threw about fif-
ty pounds in his pond 'and turned
over two large bulks of his hest to-
bacco, so he inforined us, and terri-
bly mixed and tore it up. He says
his damage is about 850. The dam-
age to the others was not over 85 or
$6 apiece.
Notes were left at several of the
places, the following being a copy of
one that was left at Mr. M. A. Pil-
kinton'.s which he showed us Mon-
day.
"Say Pinkie you low down 'say
nothing dirty hog if you want this
tobacco you put it in the association
or you won.'t ha7e nothing long
"LAW & GOSPEL."
Mi. Cameron informed us Monday
that he had previously pledged his
obacco to theassociation, but that
something was done which he did
not‘like, and he. then sold it to some
buyer in Hopkinsville and had tied
it in large bundles. He says then
that. last Thursday a Member of the
association came to him and talked
with him about it and that he then
agreed to re-tie it and deliver it to
the association. He says 'he had
been guarding' his barn for several
nights. but after that he felt perfect-
ly safe and went home that night
and Went to bed, and was surprised
the next morning to find his tobacco
as it was.
Several of them claim that they
in 
t.niow some, of the parties that were
Acts of this kind are not endorsed
at all by the citizens of Trigg county
nor the tobacco association, and it
is to be hoped that this will be the
end of such acts.
Several of these gentlemen- were
here Monday and pledged their to-
bacco to the association. * * * *
The meeting of the Trigg county
Dark Tobaeco association, which
was held at the courthouse here
Monday, was a most harmonious
one and was well attended, notwith-
standing the severe winter weather.
Chairman Wash in calling the
meeting to order, condemned the re-
cent acts of, the "night riders" in
our county, and urged every mem-
ber of the association to use every
means for its suppression.
J. Frank Ladd then 'Offered the
foLlowing resolution, which was
unanimou'sly adopted: •
"Be it resolved, by the Trigg coun-
ty Tobacco association, that inas-
much as it appears that certain acts
have been reported as occurring in
this county, which materially effects
the good standing and integrity of
our people, we deplore that such
acts have occurred and that they are
cOnstrued against us. We repudiate
all knowledge or countenance of
same, and call upon the present
, grand j•try to satisfy themselves as
to the guilt of the parties, and that
law and order be upheld in all its
forms and effect."
1 Judge Ci- ok then addressed the
'meeting in a most excellent talk, de-
claring that the cause they advocat-
ed was a most laudable one, and
that it only needed a *little dine to
Make it a unanimous. organization,
and cautioned them against any acts
of lawlessness in any way in their
eagerness to advance their cause.
Esq. N. E. Nabb,,Mr. T. C. Han-
berry, J: Frank Ladd and others en
dorsed Judge Cook's talk and made
short talks along the same line.
EXTRA MONEY—Can be earned
by every young man .living on the
farm who has a few leisure hours
each day. 00°d/chance to secure a
permanent position with an old re-
liable firm. We want a good man
in your locality at once. Write to-
day for full particulars.
GEO. W. DIENER MFG, CO.






ided by the use c#
"Mothers Friuli" This great reilieck
is a God-send to women, carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman w1,0 uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, a ad leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and MOTHER'S
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
its w (: ight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to FR I EN DBradfiekl Regulator Co. Atlanta,Ga.
BREA
SAFELY ON HAND
A piece of paper that every wise
man should atrive after with the
least delay—Why? Becauke it safe-
ly blankets his house in case Of fire
and gives him a cash value for all
destroyed. Add to this ease of mind
morn, noon and night. Show us a
better investment for the small sum
charged on a poltcy for Fire Insur-
ance and we will make the discover-
er a present of a block of houses like
the one in the sketch. If not insur-
ed here's an offer of prompt service.
'15111-N S. WIN FREE,
Fire aria Life Insurance,





Saturday, Feb, 2nd1 1907
‘Ve have just received a shipment of Ladies
Umbrellas by mistake of the shipping clerk
of tht factory. and rather than send them
back will sell them at manufacturers cost.
An elegant assortment of hand! s Tivif is
a real opportunity for school children."
Prices
1 50c and 75c Grade, ass'ted handles, at 39c 1$1 and $1.25 Grade, ass'ted handles, at 79c I
i
J. 1. Wall & Co. j.
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Livery Change!
I have bought the Livery. Feed and Board stable of Evitts & Court-
ney, ontNorth:Main Street, and would be glad to have my old friends'and
customers call on me. I am going to do a General Livery Business, keep
none but the best help and will board horses, furnish the very best rigs
and guarantee satisfaction in every way, I am the oldest man in the
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Business Men
and_other-persons who are interestedin
Good Insurance
Would do well to examine the fire-tested compr.nies,
in our office.t Not one of our Giants went down in the
San Francisco fire.
Giant Insurance Agency t
*:•??B40.4)331 34444e
[INCORPORATED]
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1 function strengthening and tissue
j4tissn of treating chronic, linger-
• tinate cases of disease as par-
Dr. Pieria% is following after
re's plan of restering health. _
. 1 uses natural remedies, that is
.acts from native medicinal roots,
ared by processes wreieliht out by
expenditure of much time ,, and
*ley, without the use of alcohol, and,
combination in just the right




n Medical Discovery, Black Cherry-
fk, Queen's root, Golden Seal root,
sodroot and Stone root, specially exert
air influence in cases of lung, bronchial
,.. id throat troubles, and this "Discov-
Ur" is therefore, a sovereign remedy
or bronchitis, laryngitis, chronic coughs,
atarrh and kindred ailments.
The above native roots also have the
trongest pos.•Aele endorsement from the
,ading medical writers, of all the several
.!hools of practice, for the cure not only
I the diseases named above but also for
adigestion, torpor of liver, or bilious-
eels, olsainato constipation. kidney and
bladder troubles and catarrh, no matter
,y ere located.
ou don't have to take Dr. Pierce's
alone as to this; what he claims
his "Discovery* is backed up by the
ritings of the most eminent men in the
es.lical profession. A request by postal
Ltd or letter, addressed to Dr. R. V.
lisrce, Buffalo, N. Y.. for a little book
— extracts from eminent medical an-
aorltiea endorsing the ingredients of his
iedicines, will bring a little book free
tat is worthy of your attention if
eeding a good, safe, reliable remedy of
?WWII composition, for the cure of almost
ny old chronic, or lingering malady.
r. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure con-
Lion. One little "Pellet" is a gentle
ratt ive, and two a mild cathartic.
he most valuable book for both men '
and women is Dr. Pierce's
Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser. A splendid 1008-page
volume, with engravings
and colored plates. A copy,
paper-covered, will be sent
to anyone sending 21 cents
in one-cent stamps. to pay
the cost of mailing only, to
Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.
Y. Cloth-bound, 31 stamps
  —
ture's Way Is Best.
MAY FESTIVAL
:lommittees Named By the Hopkins-
vine Commercial Club.
The Hopkinsville Commercial
Clitb has appointed the foPowing
dOlInmittees to co-operate with' Man-
at H. McPherson, of the taber-
n le, in arranging a great May Mu-
sic Festival:
Exxicteriv F: COM M I TT E E.
H. L. McPherson, Chairman; IL
H. DeTreville, Prof. H. Clay Smith,
H. A. Rogers.
Fiscal maws COMM ITT E E.
1.4. H. Davis, Chairman; E. H.
Higgins, Jnos Feland, T. L. Met-
(-nice, G. H. Champlin, 3. D. Rus-
sell. M. L. Elb, L. W. Whitlow.
A 1)V ERTISING COMMIE.
A. W. Wood, -..hairman; C. M.
Meheltailn; A.. J. Casey, E. W.
TRANSPORTATION COMMf'IF}I.
J. H. Bell, Jr., chairman; W. A.
J. C. Hooe, J. B. ,Mallon.
DECORATION COMMITTEE.
Sam Frankel. chairman; E. H.
Williams. Lee Ellis, E. B. Bassett.
H(YTELS.
L. W. Whitlow, Mrs. Jas. I). Hill,
David Smith, Ferd Schmitt.
WIT! The Kidneys Are
Weakened by Over-Work.
uh-zalthy Kidneys Make Impure Mood.
it used to be considered that only
:in iry and bladder troubles were to be









And purify the hiotsl—
that is their work.
Therefore, w hen your kidneys are weak
or out of order, you can understand how
unickly your entire body is affected and
how every organ seems to fail to do its
!ay.
If you are sick or feel badly," begin
taking the great kidney remedy, Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root, because as soon
'as year kidneys are well they will help
all the other organs to health. A trial
will conrnice.anyone.
If you are sick- you can make no mis-
take by first doctoring your kidneys.
--The mild and the extraordinary effect of
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the great
kidneys remedy, is soon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful cures
of the most distressing cases. awl is sold




have a sample bottle won,,,„eawagsp.am&
by mail free, also a pamphlet telling you
how to find out if you have kidney or
bladder trouble. Mention this paper
when writing to Dr. Kilmer S.: Co., Bing-
hamton, N. Y. Don't make any mistake,
but remember the name, Swamp-Root,
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and the ad-
dress, Binghamton, N. Y., ou every bottle.
Willie ailed and Winnie hoes.-
ed, while wintry winds wiiine
weirdly. Willie wriggled while
Winnie wheezed wretchedly. Wis-
dem whispers, winter winds work
wheezes, wherefore we write: "Use
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup."





Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,
ear, nose and throat. Test made
free of charge for glasses. Phce-
nix bldg.Main St.,Hopkinsville. i
gs•-•-•-•••-••-•-•••••••••-•4-4-++++0+e
ment cures rheumatism and neural-
gia. Touches th4spot. At all drug-
gists. ddw
All headaches go
When you grow wiser
And learn to use
An "Early Riser."
DeWitt's Little Early Risersssafe,
'sure pills.
AVill ECZEMA
!AT AN ADVANCE ON LAST YEAR'S
Sight of Eye Destroyed by Disease—
Tried Five Doctors but Grew
Worse—In Agony Eight Months
—Parents Discouraged, Until
They Tried Cuticura Remedies
IN ONE WEEK ALL
SORES DISAPPEARED
"Our little girl, one year and a half
old, was taken with eczema or that was
what the doctor said it was. We called
in the family doctor and ,he gave some
tablets and said she would be all right
in a few days. The eczema grew worse
and we called in doctor No. 2. He
said she was teething, as soon as the
teeth were through she would be all
right. But she still grew worse. Doc-
tor No. 3 said it was eczema. By this
time she was nothing but a yellow,
greenish sore. Well, he said he could
help her, so we let him try it about
a week. One /morning we discovered
a little yellow pimple on one of her
Of course we 'phoned for doctor
Pc78. 3. He came over and looked her
over and said that he could not do any-
thing more for her, that we had better
take her to some eye specialist, since it
was an ulcer. So we went to Oswego
to doctor No. 4, and he said the eye-
Oeht was gone, but that he could help it.thought we would try doctor No. 5.
Well, that proved the same, only he
charged $10* more than doctor No. 4.
We were nearly discouraged. I saw
one of the Cuticura advertisements in
the paper and thought we would try
the Cuticura Treatment, so I went and
purchased a set of Cuticura Remedies,
which cost me $1, and in three days
our daughter, who had been sick about
eight months, showed great improve-
ment, and in one week all sores had dis-
appeared. Of course it could not re-
store the eyesight, but if we had used
Cuticura in time I am confident that
it would have saved the eye. We thilk
there is no remedy so good for any skin
trouble or impurity of the blood as
Cuticura. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott,
R. F. D. No. 9, Fulton, Oswego Co.,.
N. Y., August 17, 1906."
Complete External and Internal Treatment for
Every Humor of Infants. Children, and Adults
ennellsts of Cutieura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the
Skin. Cuticura Ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin.
and Cuticura Resolvent (50c.). (In the form of Choco-
late Coated Pills. 25c. per vial of 60) to Purify the
Blood. Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug
& Chem. Corp.. sole Prom, Boston. Mass.
air Mailed Free, On Humors of Skin and Scalp.
C COURTHOUSE SQUARE.
From Friday's Daily)
Sheriff David Smith received a
letter this morning inquiring as to
the whereabouts of a former citizen
or tnis county. which for originality
and uniqueness outdoes anything of
the kind ever seen here. For good
reasons the names of all parties con-
cerned, and the exact location of the
missing one's home, are omitted but
otherwise the letter id as follows:
"T4) t h e Honorable Sheriff of
christien county. Ky.
DEAR SIR:—
Can you inform me if one 
lives in your Co. He did live at
 and. has a niece there by
the name of . I am carry-
ing 2 policies on his life to the
amount of $4,000.00. He promised
to write to me when he died. I fear
he has and the letter got burned.up.
Can you inform me? I haven't
heard from Mtn in 3 years.
Yours Very Respectfully,
*R. H. Nichols and wife have filed
suit for $22.65 from the Illinbis Cen-
tral railroad company. They allege
that they shipped two boxes and a
hogshead containing household
goods and clothing from Memphis to
Princeton, but that they were never
delivered.
The ownership of a pretty little
black and white fox terrier was .the
issue in, a suit brought by John G.
Childress against Jim Hayes and
which was tried out before County
Judge Breathitt this morning. The
plaintiff claimed that the dog- was
given to him when a very small pup-
py and he raised it to maturity. He
claims that last March it disappear-
ed and that he found it at Mr. Hay-
es' 'house, and that be secured it
by an order of delivery. Mr. Hayes
claimed that the dog was given to
him in the fall of 1906 by a negro.
Judge Breathitt decided that Mr.
Childress was entitled to the dog.
The terrier was. present in the court
room and during the hearing of the
test;mony walked about at pleasure.
Cure Blood, Skin Diseases, Cancer
Greatest Blood Purifier Free.
If your blood is impure, thin, dis-
easd, hot or full of humors, if you
have blood poison, cancer, earbun-
cleS, eating sores, scrofula, eczema,
itching, 'risings and bumps, scabby,
pimply skin, bone pains, catarrh
rheumatism, or any blood or - skin
1"11P§kflrf
DAMAGES BY FIRE, DK BABY'S SCHEDULE Is FIXED
HOWELL COT TAGE ON MAIN
STREET IN FLAMES.
Prompt Arrival of Department Kept
the Dwelling From Being Des-
troyed.—Loss i About $700
(From Saturday's 'Daily
A , cottage on South, Main street
belonging to Mrs. W. R.'1-15awell and
occupied by the family of Will
Eades, was badly damaged last
night at 10:45 by fire which is 'sup-
posed to have been caused by i de-
fective flue in the kitchen. When
first discovered the entire rear part
or the roof Was ablaze and before the
department cOuld arrive the flames
had reached the front of the struct-
ure. The firemen did good Work
however, and 'so well ahhed Were
the streams. of water which Were
turned on that the blaze was {sub-
dued as soon as the water strtick it
almost as if a blanket . had been
thrown over it.. The roof is ruined'
and the interior of the house was.
flooded with water and filled with
smoke. The damage to the house
will be about $600 to $700 which is
fully 'covered by insurance.. Mr.
Endes' furniture suffered heavily
from' the water and smoke and he
had no insurance.
Neglected Colds Threaten Life.
[From Chicago Tribune]
" 'Don't trifle with a cold,' is good
advice for prudent men and women.
It may be vital in the case of a child
Proper food, good ventilation, and
dry, warm clothing are the proper
safeguards against colds. If thy
are maintained through the change-
able weather of autumn, winter and
spring, the chances of a surprise
from the ordinary (spl(ts will be
slight. But the ordinary light, cold
will become severe if neglected and.
a well established ripe cold is po the
germs of dyptheria what 4)114 is to
the bee. The greatest menai.,e to
child life at this season of the year
is the neglected cold." Whether it
Is a adult, the cold slight or s4vere,
the very best treatment that can he.
adopted is to give Chamberla'n*
Cough Remedy. It is safe and sure
The great popularity and immense
sale of this preparation halt been at-
tained by its remarkable cures of
this ailment. A cold never z+sults
In pneumonia when it is given. For
sale by :Anderson-Fowler Drug
Drug Co. SIncorpsrated) the leading
DrugStore 9th and Main St. Hop-
k insville Ky.
Piles of people have Piles. Why
suffer from piles when you can use
beWitt's Canbolized Witch Hazel
Salve and get' relief. Nothing else
so good. Beware of imitations. See
that the name is stamped. cii each
box. Sold by B. C. Hardwick.
Against "Snippet" Sermons.
The bishop of Carlisle. himself a
most eloquent pulpit orator, preached
at Barrowrin:Iiurness recently against
"snippet- sermaiis of ten minutes'
duration, adding. ''If people would not
listen to a discourse of half an hour
let them go." A good deal depends on
the material of the "snippet" or the
half an hour discourse. "Man John."
pathetically exclaimed a Scotch minis-
ter to his ruling elder. "whey dae ye
snuff sae muekle whan I'm discoors-
in'?" John—Weel. minister, ye hae the
remedy Into yer sin han'; pit weir
snuff inta yer discoorse! London Pall
Mall Gazette.
Neighbors Got Fooled.
"I was literally coughing myself
to death, and had become too weak
to leave my bed, and neighbors pre-
dicted I wonid never leave it alive;
but, they got foiled, for, thanks be
to God I was induced to try Dr.
King's New Discovery. Ititook just
fOur one dollar botitles to ..complete-
ly cure the cough an restore me to
good sound health," writes Mrts.Eva
Uncapher of Grovertown, Stark Co.,
Ind. This King of cough and cold
cures, and healer of throat and lunge
ire. guaranteed at L. L. Elgin And-
erson & Fowler (Inc) Cook & Hig-
gins, Druggist.
50c and$1.00. Trial bottle free.
Use a little Kodol after your meals
and it will be found to afford a
prompt and efficient relief. Kodol
nearly approximates the diOestive
juices. It digests what you eat, It is
sold on a guaranteed relief plan.
Sold here by R. C. Hardwick.
also ea
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lini disease, 
take Botanic Blood Balm
(B. B. B,). Soon all sores heal
aches and pains stop and the blood
is made pure and rich. Dfuggiet or
by exprese $1 per large bottle
bottles for $2.50 or 6 bottles for $5.00.
Sample free by writting Blood Balm
Co., Atlanta, Ga. B. B. B. is especi-
ally, advised fcir chronic, deep-seat-
ed cases, as it cures after all else
fails.
PRICES.
Appointmeots Made by The Executive
Comrntitee Of Association.—Will
Grade at Guthrie.
CLARKSVILLE, Teun , Feb. 2.—
At a recent meeting of the executivel
committee of the Dark Tobacco
Growers association the llowing
appointments of public interest were
announced: T. J. Myles, of Graves
County, Ky: • Warfield.
Robertson County. Tenn., and N. E.
Nabb, of Trigg County-, Graders: C.
C. Reynolds, Uenetal Inspector: R.
H. Evans, of Farmington, Va.,
Prizing House Supervisor for the
Western District, It was decided
that hereafter the grading would be
done at Guthrie and that the grad-
ers would receive $1,200 per year
each for their services. The sub-in-
spectors will receive 174c per hogs-
head fel- their work, the ealesman
25c per hogshead for selling, the
supervisors 6c per hogshead, to be
paid by the prizer.
The schedule of prices has been
fixed at one dollar advance above




"We prefer Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy to any other for our child-
ren," says Mr. L. W. Woodbury, of
Twining, Mich. "It has also done
the work for us in hard colds and
croup and we take pleasure in re-
commending it" For sale by the
Anderson Fowler Drug Co.(Inc.)the
eading Drug Store. 9th and Main.
St.. Hopkinsville. Ky.




Convalescents need large amount of nourish-
ment in easily digested form.
Scott's Emulsion is powerful nourish:
ment --highly concentrated.
It makes hone, blood and muscle without
putting any tax on the digestion.
ALL DRU GISTS; 50c AND $1.00.
44044 0400004044:444044040
For Ememencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm
Sloavs Liniment
Is a whole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c Cs $ 1.00
Sevid For Free Booklet on Horses,Cattle.HoRs &Poultry..
Address Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Boston, Mass.
ANTED
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We want five-hundred "ALMO"
Jingle verses for our "ALMO"
Jingle Book, and we want them
now. We will pay ten dollars each for Abe ones that we use.
"ALMO" means a fine complexion. A few drops of "ALMO" put
into the washbowl every day will
work w alders with your complex-
ion in a few days. Treats the
skin while you wash. Opens and
parities every pore. Cleanses and
beautifies. Refines the skin. Is
antiseptic, pure and soothing.
A few &tips of "ALMO" •
In the washbowl now and
• then,
Means a fine complexion.
Makes you look young again.
HIT
FREE! If you have never used "ALMO" we will Fiend you a
full size dollar bottle FREE upon receipt of this advertisement and
FREE
six two cent stamps to pay postage and full particu-
lars about, "ALMO" Jingle 'Verses.






Bank December 31, 1906
I AM YOUNG BUT WATCH ME GROW
Loans .
Overdrafts ...
Furniture and Fixtures. 
Due from Banks 











...  $ 50,000.00
1.500.00
Undivided Profits  1 7309.56
Dividend, 3 per cent. this day . 1,500.00
Deposits  217,892.25
Bills Rediscounted  10,000.00
$2821201 81










Dec, 31st, 1906 
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
COMMERCIAL & SAVINGS BANK.
11111111,`"'
The Bank for the People." Phoenix Bicig
Jas. West, President. W T. Cooper, Vice Pres.
Depositary for State oi Ky.
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IS CHAIRMAN LIFE INSURANCE
!a
PRESIDENTS.
Chosen at Meeting of Executive Com-
mittee of Newly Formed Associa-
tion In New York.
NEW YORK, Feb.. 2. —Grover
Cleveland, former President of the
• United States,'was elected Chairtnau
of the Association of Life Insurance
Presidents at the meeting of the ex-
Moo a recent phatu by Pacia."Now infLi
caluVER C7. VD
ecutive committee of the organiza-
tion in this city. Mr. Cleveland's
• electiOn'was unanimous and be has,
accepted the position.
The association, which recently
was organized, is composed of the
executives of the principal life insur-
ance companies of this country. The
object of the organization is to co-op-
erate in all lines tor all kinds of re-
form which the members claim, will
: increase dividends to policyholders.
Mr. Cleveland also will act as chief
counsel for the association. In addi-
tion to these duties Mr. gleveland
will act as referee in cases of depute
between the companies. For these
services he Will receive from- the As-
sociation the salary of $25,000 a year:
It was announced that Mr. Cleve-
land will remain a trustee of the Ma-
jority, stock of the -Writable Life
Assurance company
For Rheu natic Sufferers. .
The spiel: relief from pain afford,.
ed by applying Ohaitilletirdhatr 'Pain
Beim makes it a favorite- with suf-
ferers from rheunirtitin, sciatica,
lame Lack. lumbago, and deep seat-
ARE RECOMMENUED BY RAIL-
ROAD COMMISSION.
Annual Report .-las Been Completed.—
Wants More Liberal Policy.--Gives
Some Interesting Figures.
The annual it-purr of the Kentucky
Railroad Commission, shews a total
mileage of railroad ii in .Kentucky at
the close of 1906 of 3,446 as compared
with 3,337 the previous year. The
gross receipts of all the roads for
1905, were $34,856,447 an for 1906
$39,066,736. The-net earnings In 1905
amounted to $9,745,957 and for 1906
$11,531,092.
1 The total valuat,
roads in 1906 amoun
ion of all the
ted to ;63,902,865,
as compared witti $61,119 605 the
previous year.
1 The report makes recommenda-
tions of some radicill changes in the
management of railroads, chief
among which is a system of free in-
terchange of freight cars among the
Kentucky railroads. It also recom-
mends the appointment by the fed-
eral court of a special master com-
missioner to hear proofs and make a.
report in regard to the reduction in
freight rates againsi which the rail-
roads secured a temporary restrain-
ing order. The repot deals at length
with the car shortage in Kentucky.
The report recommends that con-
signees be given theefirst right - to
effipty cars, and if this right be
waived that the car be turned to its
starting point: Railroad officials
have explained that empty cars are
given to consignorsi who first make
'requisition for eerie and that the
nextdoor, neighbor to a consigneei
mig 
st 
have been waiting for weeks
for n empty car, and it would be
unfair to make him wait longer than
the Consignee who has just received
a ear and wants to send another one
out.
The reporraccuses the railroads
of•rt policy too economical for the in-
terests of the commerce of the state.
The report gives statistics of earn-
ings of the railroad accidents, the
numbet killed and injured and the
increae d aasessments.
,1 . 1 r
I
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A liquid cold relief with a laxative
principle which drives out the cold
through a copious action of the bow-
els, and a healing principle which
lingers in the three* and stops the. ,
cough—that is Kennedy's Laxative
Cough Syrup. Safesand sure in its
a.etiou; pleasant to "take; and con-
forms. to Natienaf Pure Food and
'Drug Law. ( 'i,1::ti1P-; no opiates.
Sold by IL (. Hardwick. a
• ed arid muscular pains. s...ait dyspepsia Caro
For sale by Autierson Fowler Drug 
'Eaeseta what oata sat
). Itie) the leading Drug Store, 9th '
•• ale Main. St., Ipnsvllle Ky.
HOME biliOiSEMENT
H.InJr.33 of Hopk:,5vitt Citizens Can
Tell You All About It. •
I Philo endorsement, the public ex- :
pr...e.sion .of Hopkinsvilie people,
should he evidence beyond dispute t
for every llopkinaville reader. Fruit Cakes, re Pound
—Al --
Surely the exparience of friends and
neighbors, cheerfully given by them
will carry more weight than the ut-
terances of strangers remitting in far-.
away places. Read the following:
J. B. Cravens, Iliacksmith, of See
West 19th St., alopkinsville, Ky.,
says: "Doan'e Kidnay practi-








etc.three or four years; a kidney trouble Let:us bake your Turkey, Hams,
had caused me the most constant
and severe aches and pains throrgh
my back and compelled me to con-
stantly complain in more than one Hopktnsvway. When arising in the morning -
I felt sore and tame arid had to
make a great effort. to dress myself.
The trouble grew worse and a weak-
Hess of the kidneys set, In which
caneedane a great. deal of annoyance.
Will4a4 to try ahnokt anything I
purchased Doan'sKidney Pills as
soon as Maw them advertised lac-
allp and got a box. at L. A. Johnson
& Co's drug store. They brought
me a great deal of benefit. My back
is well and strong now and the
trouble with the kidney secretions
is much relieved. I have a great
deal of faith In Dorsn's Kidney Pills.
• For sale by sillalealers. tPrice 50c.
Foster-Milburn CO.,' Buitalo, N. Y.
sole agents for the:United States.
Remember the name —Doan's —
'and take no other.
••••
Many Sufferers from nasal catarrh
say they get splendid results by us-
ing an atomizer. For their benefit
we prepare Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm. Except that it is liquid it is
In all respects like. the healing, help-
ful, pain-allaying Cream Balm that
the public has been familiar with
for pears. No cocaine nor other
dangerous drugs in it. The so - thing
spray believes at once and cure is
certain.- All druggists, 75e., includ-
ng spraAng tube or mailed by Ely
re., 56 NN% rren treet New York.
arry's
lie Steam Bakery.
No. 17, East 9th St
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COMMIS-WILL BE PREVENTED FROM COM-
SION IN WRITING.
Declare That the Separate
Is Not Enforced in Ken-
tucky.
Un ler thirteen heads, the com-
plaints of a committee of negroes
against the railreads.'of the state
have been presented to the state
railroad commission. The committee
appeared before the commission
sometime ago, and Chairman
McCord directed that the complaint
bersubmittted in writing.
The recital of the grievances sets
forth that the separate coach for
colored ;past ngers often is only a
part of one coach only partly divided
from the rest of the same coach,
which is only a second-class coach
at best; that the compartment set
aside for colored passengers often is
used as a smoker by white passeng-
ers; the oposite end which invariably
Is used as a smoker; that it is, used
freely -Sy white passengers that it
is used by railroad employs; that, it
is used as a dressing-room by white
passengers; that it is small and often
indequate for the needs to which it
is put and that the-newsboys often
occupy part of it to store their wares;
that often it is inadequately provid-
ed with -toilet rooms and that. it is
usually In a poor sanitary condition,
that rowdysim is permitted ancheck-
ed by the railway officials and rep-
resentatives; that the white pas-
sengers are given much better
accommodations at the same cost to
them for traveling; that wating-
romps are not provided in all sta-
tions; that colored passengers often
are compelled to travel from one
end of the state to the other with-
out being able to get lunch oth e
than that they are able to buy and
oaiTy from the lunch stands with
them. The recital concludes with
the statement that the complaints
are made in no spirit of vengefulness
but wily in the desire that the
negroes be given what. they are en-
titled to by law.
Mr. McCord said that. the com-
mission would take the matter up
with the railroads and urge that the




The Rev. John Spurlin, of Waco,
Teotate,' Is visiting his parents at
Sinking Fork. -
Mrs. Hattie D. Seward has re- 2
turned to Akron, 0., after a visit to X
the family of her brother, Prof. C.
H. Dietrich.
6
Mrs. John B. Trice has gone to
Tampa, Florida, to spend several 0
weeks with her sons, Will and Rol- 
tI in Trice. • 4,
N:re. Samuel -W. Anderson and .
\IN Clareitee Finn, of Owensboro. ! 0
Ky., are guests of Mrs. R. C. Hard-
wick, en Strilt Iu Main street.
Burn to the wife of J. A. William- •
son, Sunday morning, a tine boy.
•
Mrs. Mayine Ennis Duncan left 0
ING 10 AmEiiICA.





WASH' MITON, Feb. 2. It is
said the aaiministratioh has effected
an :agreement with the Jupatnene am
bassadar„ Viseount ..aoki, whereby
the laboring classes will be prevent-
ed by ttie Japanese authorities froni
utkina passage for the Unittel.States
It is not likely that the agreement
with Japan will av announced offi-








My stock of Ladies Muslin Underwear is
new and never larger or better. You will
have to see the line to appreciate the
GOOD QUALITIES AND LOW PRICES.
1. 11. JONES








qo Tim,. to tio.ve Your
0
ernment would be attacked at home
by the opposition party. which is
sufficiently powerful to make the 0
guvernment a great deal of troubfe.
The Japanese government cannot cl
makeat treaty with tbetTaiteellitates
along these lines. but can bring •
about the same result by exercising- 0
its power over the Ifteitwship corn- , •
panics. ;
Hunting for -trouble. •
'I've lived in California ta-) years 4111/
and am still hunting for trouble in
the way of burns, sores, wounds, , X
boils, cuts, sprains, or a case of piles A:
that Bueklen's Arnica Salve won't ;-‘r
quickly cure,";writts Charles Wal- ah
orf A ilegliany,; Sierra., Ce. No w
use hunting, Mr. Walters, it cures
every case. Guaranteed at druggist .
Price 25c at L. L. Elgin Anderson &: •
Fowler (Inc) Cook & Higgins. 17rug,






Let me do our w(' rk row. You can pay •
for it ibter. If Nou tilic, we can arrange
this for ) ou
Call and see me, I want to sell you some
nice tank host', force feed lubt icators and
a lot of nice things that will save you
moiley.
M. H. McGREW,
CORNER EIGHTH AND CLAY STREETS.







today for Cordele, Ga., to visit her
brother Thos. Ennis.
James H. Anders*On, Mrs. Ander-
son and Miss Margaret Anderson
and Rev. Millard A. Jenkens,' left
today for New York. air. Anderson
will spend some tinie in the east
buying spring goods. Mrs. Antler-
sou, Miss Anderson and Dr.Jenkens
will sail Wit h a. large party Thurs-
day for a trip to Europe and the.
Holy Land.
••
Joseph Mason. of Bentonville,
Ark., has purchased the Winfree
farm near Casky, and will take im-
mediate possessi4m. Mrs. Mason
and children arrived here yesterday,









Comprising 43s in. rouhd deep
crystal tray, asst. handsome ci-
gar bands and rose center piece
in envelope, red or grsen felt for
backing. Each outfit with full














A Duty You Owe to
Your Stock
••••••••
Is as great a one as ou OWE TO YOURSELF. For that reasou you should •
discriminate closely in the selection of food for them. If you want a sleek,
spirited, healthy, strong and useful animal you must FEED HIM PURE
FOOD, and food that has been analytically proven to be essential and nec-
essary to produce these results. If you want an abundance of rich, pure
milk, fed your cow the PROPER KIND OF FOOD to produce it. We have
int e: tigated the subject and now offer to our customers tho following
P=U-R=E F=O=O=D=S
put up in 100 lb. bags with a guaranteed anaylysis on each bag.




Ingredients, Alfalfa, Meal, Corn, Oats and
Hominy Meal
Ingredients, Wheat Feed. Gluten, Linseed Meal, Corn,
Oats and Molasses
Ingredients, Wneat Feed, Gluten, Cotton Seed Meal, Corn,
Oats and Molasses
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Diamond "C" Corn and Oat Chops Ingredients,
Ship Stuff—Wheat produce
Large stock Hay, Corn, Oats and Bran
•
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CHAPTER I.
It all depends, upon the manner of
your entrance to the Castle of Adven-
ture. One does not have to scale its
beetling parapets or assault its scarps
and frowning bastions; neither is one
obliged to force with clamor and blar-
ing trumpets and glittering gargets
the drawbridge and portclillis. Rather
the pathway lies through one of those
many little doors, obscure, yet easily
accessible, latchless and boltless, to
which the average person gives no
particular attention, and yet which in-
variably lead to the. very heart of this
Castle Delectable.. The whimsical
chatelaine of thist. enchanted keep is
a shy goddess. Circumspection has no
part in her affair, nor caution, nor
practicality; noredoes her eye linger
,! upon the dullard,and the blunderer.
; Imagination solves .. the secret riddle,
and wit is the guide that leads the
seeker through the winding, bewilder-
ing labyrinths.
And there is something in being
Idle, too!
i If -I had not gone idly into Mou-
quin's cellar for dinner that night, I
should have missed the most engaging
adventure that. eaeeetell to my lot. It
Is second nature for me to be guided
by impulse rather ;than by reason;
reason is always Ve_ seliare-toed and
Impulse, is alwayS 'ho alluring. You
will find that neaitlik all the great
captains were and: are creatures of
impulse; nothing brilliant. is ever
achieved by calculation. All this is
not to say that I am •a great captain;
it is offered only to inform you that
am often impulsive;
A Times, four days old; and if I
hadn't fallen upon- it to pass the
twepty-edd minutes between my order
:no tee service of it,-I shouldn't have
made cr.e acquaintance of the police
in that pretty little suburb over in
New Jersey; nor should I have met
the enchantifig Blue Domino; nor
- would fate bailie written Kismet. The
clairvoyant never has any fun in this
cycle; he has no surprises.
I had been away from New York
for several weeks, and had returned
only that afternoon. Thus, the spirit
of unrest acquired by travel was still
1 upon me. It was nearly holiday week,
and those congenial friends I might ,
have called upon, to while away the
evening, were either busily occupied
with shopping or were out of town;
and I determined not to go to the club
and be bored by some indifferent bil-
liard player. I would dine quietly,
listen to some light music, and then
to the theater. I was searching
theatrical amusements, when the
iety column indifferently attacked
e my eye. do not know why it is, but
I have a wholesome contempt for the
so-called society columns of the daily
newspaper in New York. Mayhap. it
is because 1 do not belong.
I read this paragraph with a shrug,
d that one with a smirk. I was in
manner surprised at the announce-
ment khat Miss High-Culture was go-
ing to wed the Duke of impecene; I
had always been certain this girl
' would do some such fool thing: That
Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds was giving a fare-
well dinner at the Waldorf, prior to
her departure to Europe, interested
my curiosity not in the least degree.
It would be all the same to me if she
never came back. None of the veishy-
washy tittle-tattle interested me. in
fact. There was only one little six-
line paragraph that really caught me.
lOn Friday night (that is to say, the
night of my adventures in Blanksliire),
the Hunt Club was to give a charity
masquerade dance. This grasped my
adventurous spirit by .the throat and
refused to let go.
The atmosphere surrounding the
paragraph was spirituous with en-
chantment. There was a genuine
novelty about this dance. Two packs
of playing cards had been sent out as
tickets; one pack to the ladies and
one to the gentlemen. Charming idea,
wasn't it? These cards were to be
shown at the door, together with ten
&liars, but were to be retained by
the recipients till two o'clock (supper
time), at which moment everybody
.vas to unmask and take his partner.
who held the corresponding card, in to
-upper. Its newness strongly appealed
to me. I found myself reailiwz the
paragraph over and ceer.
By Jove, what an inspiration'
I knew the Blankshire Hunt Club,
-with its colonial architeeture, its great
hall room. its quaint fireplaces, its
stables and sheds, and the fame of its
chef. It was one of ehose great coun-
try clubs that keep open house the
year round. It stood back from the
sea about four miles and was within
five miles of the village. There was
a fine course inland, a cross-country
going of not less than twenty - miles,
a shooting-box. and excellent golf
!inks. In the winter it was cozy; in
the summer it was ideal.
I was intimately acquainted with the
4 club's M. F. H., Teddy Hamilton. We
had done the Paris-Berlin run in my
racing car the summer before. If I
hadn't known him so well. I might
still have been in durance vile, next
door to jail, or securely inside. I had
frequently dined with him at the club
. tiering the. SUMMalr, and he had offered
, to puteme up; Mat as I.knew no one
t,
' intimately but.timself, I explained the
.  futility of such action. Resides. my
e' horse wasn't a hunter: and I was rid-
ing him less and less. It is no pleas-
1011.
ure to go "parking" along the bridle-
paths of Central Park. Fdr myself, I
want a hill country -and something
like forty miles, straight away; that's
ridirig. • 1
The fact that I knew po one but
Teddy added zest to the inspiration
'which had seized me. For I deter-
mined to attend that daace, happen
what might. It would be lastly more
entertaining than a possib,y dull the-
atrical eerformante. (It Was!)
I called for a messenger and dis-
patched him to the, nearest drug store
for a pack of playing cards; and
while I waited for his return I casu-
ally 'glanced at the other diners. At
my table--one of those long marble-
topped affaire by the wall—there was
an old man reading a paper, and the
handsomest girl I had Fietteyes upon
in a month of moons. Sontetimes the.
word handsome seems an inferior ad-
jectiVe. She was beautiful, and her
half-hidilen eyes told me that she was
anywhere but at Mouquin'e.' What a
head of hair! Fine as a snider's web,
and the 'dazzling yellow of a wheat
Held ;in.. a sun shower! T-he irregu-
larity of her features. made them all
the more interesting: I w• 3 an artist
in an amateur way, and ft mentally
painted in that head again t a Ilubens
background. The return 4f the rues-
:Anger inought me backs tot eerth; for
I conftle that ray imagleation had
already „topped- far inteethelftfehres, and'
thitegirlacross the way wals nebulous-
ly connected with tti; ' 4
I took the pack of cards, ripped off
the covering, tossed aside the joker
(though, really, ought to have *re-
tained Atli _and Wan :estimating- the
shiny pasteboards. I dare say that
those around me sat up and took no-
tice. It Was by no means a common
sight to see a man gravely shuffling a
pack of -cards in a public restaftrant:
Nobody interfered, doubtless because
nobody knew exactly what to do in
..he face of such an act, for whicleno
adequate laws had been provided. A.
waiter stood solemnly at the end of
the table, scratching his chin thought-
fully, wondering whether he should
report this peculiarity of constitution
and susceptibility occasioning certain
peculiarities of effect from Impress
of extraneous influences (Vide Web-
ster), synonymous with idihcrasy and
know as idiosyncrasy. It. was quite
possible that I was the fiest man to
establish such a precedent in Monsieur
Aioucedn's restaurant. Thus. I aroused
only passive curiosity.
Fromothe corner of my, eye I ob-
served !the! old gentleman opposite.
He was peering over the top of his
paper, and I could see by. the glitter in
his eye that he was a confirined.player
of solitaire. The girl, however, still
appeared to be in a dreaming state.
I have no doubt every one who saw
me thought that asarchy was abroad
again, et. that Sherlock Holmes had
entered into his third incarnation. ,•
Finally I squared the pack, took a
long breath, and cut. I turned up the
card. It was the I en-spot of hearts.
I cons:de:el il::5 most propitious,
hearts being my 'song suit in every-
thing but love,—Icre Mrlg not yet
crossed my path. I put lie card in
riy wallet, and was about to toss the
rest of the pack under the table, when
a woman's Voice stayed _my hand.
"Don't throw them away: Tell my
fortune first." •
I looked up, not a little surprised.
It was the beautiful young gtrl who





It Was the Ten of Hearts.
elbows, her chin propped in her palms,
and the light in her gray chatoyant
,yes was wholly innocent and mis-
chievous. In Monsieur Mouquin's cel-
lar people are rather Bohemian, not
to say friendly; for it is the rendez-
vous of artists, literary men and Jour-
nalists,—a clan that holds formality
in contempt.
"Tell your fortune?" I repeated, par-
rot-like.
"Yes."
"Your mirror can tell that more ac-
curately than I can," I replied with a
frank glance of admiration,
She drew her shoulders together
and dropped them. "I spoke to you,
sir, because I believed you wouldn't
say anything so commonplace as that
When one sees a man soberly shuffling
a pack of cards in a place like this,
one naturally expects originality."
Did you eVer before witness this per-
hermance in a public restaurant?"—
making the cards purr.
"I can not say 1 have,"—amused..
"Well, no more have I!"
"Why, then do you do it?"—with re-
newed interest.
'Snail I tell your fortune?"
"Not now. I had much rather yea
wcuid tell me the meaning of th::.;
I leaned toward her and whispered
mysteriously: "The eruth is, I belong
to a secret society, and I was cutting
the cards to see whether or not I
should blow up the postoffice topight 
or the police station. You mustn't
tell anybody."
"Oh!" She started back from the
table. "You do not look it," she added
suddenly.
"I know. If; appearances are so de-
ceptive," sad I sadly.
Then the old ,man laughed. and the
girl laughed, and I laughed; and I
wasn't quite sure that the grave
waiter did not crack the ghost of a
smile—in relief.
"And what, may I ask, was the fatal
card?" inquired the' old man, bolding
his paper.
"The ace. of spades; we always
choorie that gloomy card in secret so-
cieties. There is something deadly
and suggestive about it," I answered
morbidly.
"Inileed." .
'tYct. Ah, only you knew the ter-
:Tile , life vre• lead; *e who conspire!
'..iver3,7 day -brings forth' some galling
disauointment, We -push, a king off
into the dark, and another rises im-
mediately in his place. Futility, futW
ity'everywhere!. If only there' .were
.7;u:.-nQ way of dynamiting habit and
eirsteet! I am a Russian; all.. my
eanrily are perishing in Siberian
mines,"—deatnally•.
"Fudge!" said the girl.
"Tommy-rot!" said the amiable old
gentleman.
"Uncle, his hair is too short for an
anarchist." • •
"And his collar too -• immaculate."
o the old gentleman was this charm-
ing creature's uncle!)
"We are obliged to' disguise 'our-
selves at times," 1 explained: "The
police are always meddling. It is dis-
couraging."
"Yon have some purpose, humorous
or • serious," Said the girl shrewdly.
eA. man does not bring' a pack of
cards—"
"I didn't bring them; I sent out for
"—bring a pack of caids here simply
to attract attention," she continued
tranquilly.
"Perhaps I am a prestidigitator in
a popular dime museum," I suggested,
willing to help her out, "and am doing
e little advertising."
"Now, that has a plausible sound,"
she admitted, folding her hands under
her chin. "It must be an interesting
life. Presto—change! and all that."
"Oh, I find it rather monotonous in
the winter; but in the summer it is
fine. Then I wander about the sum-
mer resorts and give exhibitions."
"You will pardon my n:ece," inter-
polatect the old gentleman, coughing a
bit nervously. "If she annoys you—"
• "Uncle! "—reproachfully.
"Heaven forfend!" I exclaimed eag-
erly. "There is e charm in doing un-
conventional things; and most people
do not realize it, and are stupid."
"Thank you, sir," said the girl, smil-
7. She Was evidently enjoying her-
self; so was I, for that matter. "Do a
trick for me," she commanded pres-
ently.
I smiled. weakly. 1 couldn't have
done a trick with the cards,—not if
My life had depended upon it. But I
raeher neatly extricated myself from
the trap.
"I never do asy tricks out of burl-
ness hours."
"Uncic, give the gentleman ten
cents; I want too see him do a sleight-
of-hand trick."
Her uncle, readily entering into the
spirit of .the affair, dived into a pocket
and produced the piece of silver. It
looked as if I were caught.
"There! this may make it worth
your e tile," the girl said, shoving the
coin in my direction.
But again I managed to slide under;
I was not to be caught.
"It is my regret to say,"—frowning
slightly, "that regularity in my busi-
ness is everything. It wants half an
hour for my turn to come on. If I
tried a trick out of turn, I might
foozle and lose prestige. And besides,
I depend so much upon the professor
and his introductory note: 'Ladies and
gents, permit me to introduce the
world-renowned Signor Fantoccini,
whose marvelous tricks have long puz-
zled all the crowned heads of Eu-
rope—" •
"Fantoccini," — musingly. "That's
Italian for puppet show."
"I know it, but the dime museum
visitors do not. It makes a fine im-
pressiod."
She laughed and end the dime back
to her uncle.
"I'm afraid you are an impostor,"
she said.
-I'm afraid so, too," I confessed,
laughing.
Then the comedy came to an end by
the appearance of our separate orders.
! threw aside the cards and proceeded
te attack my dinner. for 1 was hungry.
From time to time I caught vague
fragments of ! coneersation between
the girl and her uncle.
"It's a fool idea," mumbled the oid
gentleman; "you will get into some
trouble or other."
"That doesn't matter. It will he
like a vacation,—a flash of old Rome,
where I wish 1 were at this very mo-
ment. I am determined."
"This is what comes of reading ro-
mantionovels,"—with a kind of grum-
ble.
"I adlnit there never was a particle
•••••• 
•ef romance on your Aide of the fam-
ily," the girl retorted.
"Happily. There iit peace in the
house where I live."
"Do not argue with toe." •
"I am not arguing with you; I
should be only wasting my time. I
siniply warning you that you are
a:ioet to commit a folly."
"I have made up my mind."
"Ah! In that case I have hopes."
he returned. "When a woman maSes
up her mind to do one thing, si?e gen-
erally .does another. Why can't you
put aside this fool idea and go to the
opera with me?"
"I have seen Carmen in Paris,
Rome, London and New York," she
replied.
(Evidently a traveled young per-
son')
-Carmen is your favorite opera, be-
sides."
"Not to-night,"—whirnsically.
"GO, then; but please recollect that
if anything serious comes of your
folly, 1 did my best to prevent it. It's
a scatter-brained idea, and no good
Will come of it, mark me." -
"I can take care of myself,"—trucu-
lently.
"So I have often been forced ta oh-
serve,"—dryly. •
(I wondered what it was all about.)
"'But, uncle dertat I am becoming so
dreadfully bored!" 0
"That sounds final," sighed the old
mail, helping himhelf to the haricots
verts. (The girl ate positively nothing.)
"But it seems odd that you can't go
about your affairs after my own rea-
sonable manner."
"I am only twenty."
The old man's shoulders rose and
'fell resignedly.
"No man has an answer for that."
"I promise to tell you everything
that happens; by telegraph."
"That's small comfort. Imagine re-
ceiving a telegram early hr the morn.-
ing, when a man's brain is without in-
vention or coherency of thought! I
would that you were back hotne with
your father. I might sleep o' nights,
then."
"I have so little amusement!"
"You work three hours a day and
earn more in a week than your father
and I do in a month. Yours is a very
unhappy lot."
"I - hate the smell of paints; I hate
the studio:"
"And I suppose you hate your
fame?" acridly.
"Bah! that is my card to a living.
The people I meet bore me."
"Not satisfied with common folks,
eh? Must have kings and queens to
talk to?"
"I only want to five abroad, and you
'It's a Fool Idea."
and father will not let Ine,--pet.
lantly.
The music started up and I heard
no more. Occasionally the girl glanced
at me and smiled in a friendly fashion.
She was evidently an artist's model;
and when they have hair and color
like this girl's, the pay is good. I
found myself !wondering why she was
bored and why Carmen had so sud-
denly lost its charms.
It was seven o'clock when I pushed
aside my plate and paid my check. I
calculated that by hustling I could
reach Blankshire either at ten or ten-
thirty. That would be early enough
for my needs. And now to rout out a
costume. All I needed was a gray
mask. I had in my apartrhents a
Capuchin's robe and cowl. I rose,
lighting a cigarette.
The girl looked up from her coffee.
"Back'to the dime museum?"—ban-
teringly.
"I have a few minutes to spare,"
said I.
"By the way, I forgot to ask you
what card you drew."
"If was the ten of hearts."
"The ten of hearts?" Her amaze-
ment was not understandable.
"Yes, the ten of hearts; *Cupid and
all that."
She recovered her composure
quickly.
"Then you will not blow up the
postoffice to-night?'
"No," I replied, "not to-hight."
"You have really and truly aroused
my curiosity. Tell me, what does the
ten of hearts mean to you?"
I gazed thoughtfully down at her.
Had I truly mystified her? There was
some doubt in my mind.
"Frankly, I• wish I might tell you.
All I am at liberty to say is that I am
about to set forth upon a desperate
adventure, and I shall be very fortun-
ate if I co not spend the night in the
lock-up."
"You do not look deseerate.-
"Oh, I am not desperate; it is only
the adventure that is desperate."
"Some princess in durance vile!
Seine villain to smite? Citadels to
storm?" Her smile was enchantment
Itself,
. I hesitated a moment. "What would
you say if I told you that this adven-
ture was merely to prove to myself
what a consummate ass the average
man can be upon occasions?"
"Why go to the trouble of proving
it?"—drolly.
"I am conceited enotort _ to have
some doubts as to the degree."
"Consider it positive."
I laughed. "I am in licpes that I am
neither a, positive ass nor a superla-
tive one, only comparative."
"But the adventure; that is the
thing that mainly 'interests me."
"Oh, that is a secret which 1 should
hesitate to tell even to the Sphinx."
"I see you are determined not to
illuminate the darkness,"—and she
'turned carelessly toward her uncle,
who was serenely contemplating the
glowing end of a fat perfecto.
I bowed and passed out into Sixth
avenue, rather regretting that I had
not the pleasure of the charming
young person's acquaintance.
The ten-spot of hearts seemed to
have startled her for some reason, I
wondered why.
The snow blew about me, whirled,
and swirled, and stung. Oddly enough
I recalled the paragraph relative to
Mrs. Hyphen-Bonds. By this time she
was being very well tossed about in
mid-ocean. As the old order of yarn-
spinners used to say, little did I dream
what Was in store for me, or the influ-
ence the magic name of Hyphen-Bonds
was to have upon my &piny.
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form and nothing will accomplish this
so quickly or so thorou
-Dr. Cald-NLAi s
Syrup Pepsin
This remedy is the most valuable one
obtainable for all liver and kindred trou-
bles, possessing prepemes which drive
it directly to the affected parts.
Better than pills, oils, salts and nause-
ous purgatives which aggravate condi-
tions and leave the sufferer in worse
condition than before.
Former afflicted ones, now well and
strong, pay eloquent tribute to its efficacy
and power.
DR.CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN
can be obtained in both dollar and half-
dollar sizes from all druggists.
Your money will be refunded if it does
not benefit you.
Your postal card request will bring by return
mail our new booklet, -DR. CALDWELL'S
BOOK OF WONDERS" and free sample to
those who have never tried this wonclerbd





Rheumatism is caused by a sour, acid condition of the blood, broeght
on by chronic constipation, weak kidneys, poor digestion and a general
sluggish condition of the system. Because of these irregularities the
refuse and waste matters of the body are not promptly expelled, but
are left to sour and ferment, producing irritating acids which are taken
up by the blood and distributed to all parts of the system. This acrid mat-
ter weakens and diseases the blood so that instead of supplying the body
with nourishing, healthful properties it deposits the poison with which it is
loaded into the muscles, nerves, bones and joints, and Rheumatism gets
complete control of the system. Some suffer almost constantly with the
disease, • while others have intervals of freedom, during which they
live in constant dread of the next attack, when an exposure to
mkt or dampness or some other irregularity will cause the symp-
toms to return. If the cause is not removed
Rheumatism will progress and reach a point
where it becomes incurable, and the strong-
est constitution will break down. S. S. S.
has been curing Rheumatism for more than
forty years. It attacks the disease at its head
by going down into tLe blood and removing
every particle of the acrid matter and build-
ing up the weak, sour blood to a state of purity and richness. S. S. S. is
the King of blood purifiers, just what is needed for the cure of Rheumatism.
Book on Rheumatism and any medical edvice sent free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CON. ATLANTA, Gila
PURELY VEGETABLE
YouTake Quinine
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do it. We Danseroue-
8\':f11 admit it will cure melarie, atit it leaveo
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
4.9 purely vegeta-el° and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, eick headache, biliousness,
and au stoinach, kidney and liver complainte
TRY IT TO-DAY
50 Cents a Bottle. AU Druggists.
immspniaLmommormismk 




Effective Dec. 10th, 1905
ItORTH BOUND.
No. 336, Paducah-Cairo Accommodation, leave 6 .40 a. m.
" 206, Evansville and Mattoon Express, leave... i 1 :20 a. m.
8 •20 p. m.
9.461p. m
4 4 P34, Princeton Accommodation, leave
26, Chicago-Nashville Limited, leave.
so trrir BOTJND.
"• 26, Nashville-Chicago, lease
" 333, Nashville Accommodation, leave 7'18:a. m.
" 206, Nashville-Evansville Mail, leavc 6•16 p.
". 331, Hopkinsville-CairojAccommodationlarrive.. 9:46 p. m.
•Sote,rthrough service to and from Chicago.., Mattoon, and Cairo, Ill,
and Evansville, Ind., without change. All passenger train's run daily.
J. B. MALLON, Agt. „
5'2u a. in.
Louisville &I Nashville Railroad
TIME CARD Effective April 13,1905
NORTH. SOUTH
No. 62 St. Louis Express. ..I0:08 am No. 61 St. Louis Express... .5:18 p in
No. 64 St. Louis Fast... . _10:06 p m No. 53St. Louis Fast Mail. 6:12 a in
No. 92 Chicago and New No. 93 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited 6'47 a m Orleans Limited.....11 :50 p in
No. 66 Hopkiusville Accom .8:55 pm [No. 56 Hopkinsville Accom.7 :06 a m
- Nob. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Louis for. all points west.
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as fa s .eouth as
Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the eaet. . -
Nos. 63 and.66 make direct connection at g.,utthrie for • Loills*nle, Ciii
einnati and all .points norm.). anti east therivie" Nos. 63 and 66 also connect
for Memphis and way pointy.
N'). 92 runs through to Chicago and will net carry passengers tc points
south ef Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macoia-
i 
Jacksonville, St. Augustine
and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers' to New Orleans. Connects










Spr !n 1r.1 101Toolens.
NEXT WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
Nobby dressers will have the opportunity to see the most extensive line of woolens for Tailor Made Suits ever
brought to this city. Strous Bros., makers of renowned clothing, will have their expert cutter here and in=
vites you to take advantoge of his experience in measuring. Come and see the line whether you want a suit
or riot. You can get posted as to the correct things for spring.
laisimma 
ANDRECITAL• ! WilY KENTUCKY SHOULD BE REPRESENTED
_
TRIED TO KILL TIME ------,e 
THE ORO
Every indication points to a large I1
Remember the dates, Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 13th and 14th.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.
  I I I I I I  I I   
BUT SHOT A BYSTANDER IN THE
HAND.
Colman Had the -Blues- and Casually
Fired His Revolver in the
Pool Room.
(From Wednesday's Daily)
George Hight was shot through the
hand yesterday by Merrity Colman
in a billiard and pool room conduct-
ed by Wellington Berry on East Sev-
enth street. Both parties are negroes
and there seems to have been .no
quarrel or ,other trouble preceding
the shooting.
Colman had been in the pool room'
for some time and was pacing back-
ward and forward, seemingly under
the influence of whisky or brooding
]Without warning he drew a pistol
over some real or fancied grievance.
which was fired immediately, and
Hight, who was standing across the
room, was wounded in the hand.
Colman left the room and was ar-
rested a few minutes later on
Eleventh and Main streets by Po- I
W
!iceman Merritt and locked up.
hen seen in the lockup Colman
stated that the pistol was fired acci-
dentally and he claimed not to know
whether or not any one was wound-
ed. He did not deny that it was his
pistol that was fired, but stuck to his
sto-y that the shooting' was acci-
dental.
audience and a most delightful or-
gan recital at Grace church next
Monday night. Prof. Paris *. My-
ers, the!organist, is a rarely accom-
plished musician.
"One of the finest programs of the
many organ trenditions given by
Prof. Myers during the winter at St.




Hole in the Ground and a Kettle Give
Evidence of Search.
MA)IISON V I LLE, Ky., Feb. 6.—
Two big.holes have just been discov-
ered in the earth near the little town
of Dixon, which have caused consid-
erable iSCUSKIOD by the citizens
there. It is said that the holes were
dug during the night sir.ce the recent
heavy rains, and it is the general be-
lief that they were dug by parties
who were looking for hidden,treas-
ores, but nothing is known as to the
identity of the parties .or their atuc.
cess in finding the much-coveted
kold. A piece of an old iron kettle
was found near the holes, and it is
thought that the hunters were sues'
CeSlilill I in their search.
VOTE FOR PRIMARY
, "The organ recital which was givs
en last evening by Paris ft. Myers at
St. Joseph's Cathedral was the finest
ever given in this city. Mr. Myers
is the 'best organist ever heard in
this city."—Wheeling News. ,
"Never has his equal been heard




To Succeed W. T. Harris As Member
Of Board Of Agriculture From
This District.
county, who secure
ment at the same
was created by act
Assembly.
Mr. Walker is we -fitted for the
place to which he iutpires. He has
ibeen engaged from t me to time as
an assistant to the S. te Agricultur-
al Department at Frankfort, being
in She lectinte field at county meet-
ings of Farmers' Institutes. He has
also for several year conducted ex-
periments for the United States Gov-
erment and for the kentucky Agri-
cultural and Experiment Station. at
i Lexington.
FRANK 109 RT. Kr., Feb l.—By i
unanimous vetelheDenmeratic corn I
mittee of the Second railroad corn-
mission district, in session here ord-
. ered that a primary election be held .
'in the thirty-two counties composing, When one can buy gold dollars for
the district to select the rattly notni- tiny cents, it is a good time to pur-
uftt for commissioner, chase. . . .
Thsjvimary election .is to be held , In ordering a 60. ce t bottle of Dr.
Tu 
ir
esTriy, April 2 next. Candidaros celebrated specific Howard's  for the
must atiqounce theaselves byMarch i cure of cemitipation and • dyspepsia,
12 next, and on Or 'before March,f,at 26 cents, L. L. Elgin is giving one
118 pay their entrance fee. An assess- of the greatest, 'rade . chances eveis
mem of 'AM° is made to be apport- Offered to the peop e of Hopkins-
' toned equally among the candidates
lville. 1
entering the conte for toe meninx- . Even thong') offered at half price
Hon. - for introductory purposes, the sped-
The meeting wall called for the pur
pone of deciding on the time and
Manner of selecting a successor of C.
' C. McCord, railroad commissioner.
. Mr. McCord is a candidate for re-
election. His opponent is J. S. Bot* breath bad. If there is constipation
and straining, Dr. Howard's specific
I will cure you. If it does not, you
have druggist L. L. Rigin'a personal
guarantee to return your money.
Dr. Howard's specific gives quick
relief and'makes permanent cures of
constipatiors,d.yspepsia and all liver
: 0..19,14T A •,1)0149.-4.....as--;,.. • .;i:' : .' .:,;. ;rs... ,,,.: a ftroubl604 : t . i . • ',. , ."' .
The delegates from the First appel-
late court district to the annual
Farmers' Institute lor farmers of
the State, to be held at Shelbyville
on February 26, 27 and 28 next, will
have had as a candidate before them
for member of the .liState Board of
Agriculter, Forestry t and Immigra-
tion J. B. Walker, cif this county,
one of the best known men in this
section of Kentucky. Mr. Walker
desires membership on the board to








W. Hilton, state agent of the Michi-
gan MutualLifealnsurance company,
was fined $360 today for-aiding in re.
fie is sold under a guarantee to cure
or the money will be refunded.
If food does not Iigest well if
there is gas or pain 
l 
the stomach,
if the tongue is coated and the
Mrs. Kennedy's Death,
AT THE GREAT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITIONMrs. Henry Kennedy died Sunday
•




It is peopled by an enlightened
and enterprising citizenship.
It wants to attract the attention of
the people of this country and Ea-
rope in order to further the develop-
ment of the state.
It has an area of 40,000 square mi-
les fit for agriculture. "
It is underlaid in great part 'by
wondrous stores of mineral wealth.
It stands among t_ke foremost states
in the acreage of its hardwood for-
ests.
It has an aggregate of15.680 square
miles of coal bearing measures,
bituminous and cannel.
At least seventeen counties of
Kentucky have seams of high grade
coking coal'.
It has four definite iron ore lkor-
It as inexhaustible quantities of
; gray, buff, and cream colored build-
ing stone.
It has become one of the foremost.
loll producing states:,
It has the fineistrodk asphalt.
It. grows more tobacco and in big-
ger variety than any other state or
country. .
Its schools.; are tqual. to those of
any state in tbe nation.
Ninty per cent, of the hemp grown
in the United States comes from
Kentucky.
It acknowledges no superior as a
live-stock raising state.
It cities offer unexcelled induce-
ments to manufacturers.
Over '..f) other states will be repre-
sented at the Jamestown Exposition
izens. I with buildings and exhibits.
 Mi Me I I I I I I I
night after an operation for bowel
trouble. She was ill only a few days.
Deceased was a daughter of the late
T,hurniond, . and was a conse-
crated Christian, being a member of
the Methodist church. She was 36
years of age, and her husband and
three children survive her. The
funeral took place Monday at the
late residence on Ninth street, con-
ducted by Rev. W. T. Miller, and
the remains were interred in the
Summers turying ground in the
county.
Granted Tavern License.
Joe.Ledford was granted. tavern
license Monday for the sale of liquor
at Pee Dee. In order to meet the
provisions of the law in this regard
he will conduct a hotel for the ac-
commodation of:travelers a PeeDee
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WE HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS WHEREBY WE CAN •
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• Weekly New Era and the Daily St Louis Globe
•S Democrat (exc




Democrat for one year. 
41Weekly New Era and the Semi-Weekly Globe-
•
•S $2.00• Weekly New Era and Daily Louisville Herald




Weekly New Era and the Weekly Courier-
Journal for one year,
•
• Present 
Subscribers Can Take Advantage of This Offer by Pay-








A id..L SUBSCRIPTIONS MUST B E SENT 
DI RECI"I' 0 THIS OFFICE. A DDRESS
KY.
HALF OF THE DEATHS
IN KENTUCKY DUE TO TYPHOID
AND CONSUMPTION.
Interesting Lecture Delivered At Louis-
ville By State Secretary Of The
Madical Board,
Dr. J. N. McCormack. of Bowling
Green, secretary of the Kentucky
Board of Health, and a distinguish-
ed member of the Americn Med-
ical Society, delivered an acidreds
upon the public health'of Kentucky
Monday evening at the Woman's
Club, says the Louisville Post.
He was introduced by Judge
Shackelford Miller.
Dr. McCormack took the position
that one-half of the sickness and
deaths in Kentucky' is preventable
Typhoid fever and tuberculosis
he stated,caused one-half the deaths
in the State each year, and both dis-
eases he thought prevehtable. In all.
there were 23,000 cases of tuberculo-
sis in Kentucky last year, and 16,00,
eases of typhoid. Of the typhoid
eases 1,500 resulted fatally.
Dr. McCormazk thought the in-
stallation of the new filter in Louis-
ville would be largely conducive to
the public health, but be advised
other remedies, particularly con-
stant cleanliness. The house fly.
said Dr. McCormack, is one of the
deaedliest enemines of health.
It is not an uncommon thing for
a single fly to carry about on its feet.-
1,500 typoid fever germs. Screens in
summer, Dr. McCormack argues;1..
are indispensable for heath.
Infants' diseases were also dis-
cussed in an interesting manner,and
the necessity of a pure milk supply
was particularly referred to.
CAPITALIZED ATI5,000,000.
Panama Construction Company Incor-
porated To Finance Oliver'sBid.!
ALBANY, N. Y., Feb. h. — The
Panama Construction Company, in-
corporated to finance the Panama
contract, bid for by• Win. J. Oliver
of Knoxville, Tenn., tiled articles of
incorporation to-day with the Sec-
retary of State. The capital auth-
orized is $5,000,000. The company
will begin. business with $1,600,000
. The company's principal office
N%111 be in New York City* The dirs.
ectors named are John R. McDon-
ald, John Peirce,Robert A. C. Smith.
Wm. H. Sayre, Geo. F. Harriman,
all of New York City; Wm. J. (Ni-
el ver, Patrick 'I'. Walsh of Duren-
.' port, fa., and Robert Russell of
0 Lynchburg, Va. Each of the direct-




U. D. C. Meeting.
The February meeting of thr
Christian county chapter, United
Daughteril of Confederacy, will be
held Saturday afternoon at 2:ati
o'clock at Hotel Latham.
Up-To-Date Caterer.
The Clarks c ille Leaf Chronicle
says: W. W. Winter has purchased
the Innovation Cafe of West & Bur-
ros, of Hopkinsville, and will con-
tinue the business in that city, as
heretofore. The purchase of the
above property will in noway inter-
fere with his business in this city.
Mr. Winter has proven himself to be
a an . up-ti-date • eiterr, 'and his
I 
friends will tte glad to learn that' he

















LOGS- ABOUT REAt Ter 
RL enE L on
thDEA0 IN THE MINL
ground this week and at this writ-
WEEKLY RENTOjai-f NEV ERA
ingt snow is still falling.
The roads are very bild in this
QHRISTIAN COUNTY FURN ISHES 
neighborhood and people cannot get
TWO CARLOADS 
along with a wagon.
Mr. William Bryant is ll.
Mr. L. N. McCargo ha recovered
from a, spell or illness.
First Shipment To Jamestown Of Ma-
terial For Kentucky Building Soon
lo Be ma-Je.
:Before the iniddle.ot February it
is expected that all logs and timber
to be used in the construction of the
!left of Boonsboro. Kentucky's state
h. aiding at the Jamestown exposi-
t on, will hare been shipped. The
iilding will be completed in ain-
e time for the opening of fir
eeposition on April 26. Shipment
Neill be made from various points in
entucky over C. and 0. railway,
a4md nine or ten ears will be need-
to transport the material.
Two carload of logs will be ahipp-
440 from Ch
e
irstain county.and one or
niece cars each from Warren, Mc-
I.ean' Grayson, Breathitt, Wolfe,
Pike, Johnson and Powell counties.
In addition to the logs, rough hand-
made shingles or clapboard, for the
eabin roofs, and strips for the stock-
ade, will be sent from this state.
Mr. Charles E. Hoge, of Frankfort.
is director of the state building con-
struction, on the Kentucky James-
town exposition commission. He
has arranged with a contractor at
Newport News,who is familiar with
theconstructiontof rustic bungalows
and similar buildings. to erect the
modern part of Boonesixtro.
The fort will be patterned after the
original structere erected by Daniel
Boone, within the present bound of
3fadisob county. It will be 50. feet
long and seventy-five feet wide. fac-
ineon the beach Of Hampton Roads.,
The main entrance to the stockade
will. be but a few paces froth the
ocean waters. Pour block 'houses
or cabins will insrk. the four corners
of the stockadeatach of these Cabins,
being two 'stories' high. The two
center cabitueconnected by a piazza.
and each twenty feet square. will
furnish the Main pavilion for the
fort. Two other cabins !will be lo-
cated near the center of the -rear
stockade.
As has been previously reported.
the site for Kentucky's building is
declared by, exposition officials and
others to be the handsomest at the
world's fair. The building will be
on the edge of a beautiful pine grove
of 500 trees, some of the trees grow-
ing from within the 'stockade. ,A
flagstaff seventy-five:to 100 feet high,
will be raistel in frount of the main
cabins.
In additjon to furnishing the Blue-
grass state with the most unique
home en the exposition grounds, the
Fort of BOOneboro will be a epleedid
exhibit of Kentucky forestv. Col.
M. H. Crump, of Bowling Green.di-
rector of forestry exhibits for the
Kentucky commission, has devoted
much time and attention to assisting
Commissioner Hoge in securing the
logs for the building. Appropriate
inscriptions will be made of the
names of persons and firmest fur-
nishing the 10A and of the counties
in which the timber was grown.
Kentucky's building will be a dis-
tance of about three or four blocks





. WASHINGTON, Feb. 6--"Cigar-
ette smokers, tobacco chewers and
drunkards And a ready welcome
here, but there are no courtesies for
a gray haired, honest, virtuous Am-
erican grandmother. Shame!"
Carrie Nation made her second
pilgrimage to the White House. She
was received at the door of the exec-
utive office by a policeman, who po-
litely but firmly told her she could
not enter. Then she proceeded to
deliver a lecture which is still ring-
ing in the ears 'of the men who guard
the portals of the presidential officesa
She prefaced her remarks with the
Statement about the Ametican
grandmother.
"There is no king in this country."
exclaimed the woman of ha,tchet
fame, "although the indications are
that way. This building does not
belong to Theodore Roosevelt, but to
the American people, and it was
never intended that doors should be
closed against the good American
woman."
The protests of the policemen that
she was making too much noise did
not stop Mrs. Nation. She continued
until she; had finished her say and
then she went away.
She left:Washington for the south
- 44110.4--
C A..111 Ct MC X sfa..
bars the III Kind You awas 8aug111
aitlatuy
Mr. G. Cooksey has returned from
Illinois, after a visit.
Mr. 11. Glover, near Bainbridge,
has been confined to his bed for the
past three months.
Mrs. Arthur Woosley visited her
uncle, R. L. Woosley, Saturday and
Sunday near Sinking Fork.
4
Mrs. Mary Burgess is' visiting her
brother. Mr. Joe Poindexter, this
week.
TO INVESTIGATE
Uncle Sam Will Pry Into The Regis
Contracts.
WASHINGTON. Feb. 2.--The ag-
ricultural appropriation bill, now
pending in the senate committee,
contains a re-enactment of the clause
Inserted last year by Representative
Mudd. of Maryland, "to investigate
with the Niew of -improving the - .
ditfOns relating to the supply 'ant
sale of domestic tobacco to any for-
eign country, Where the business of
buying and selling of tobacco Is con-
ducted by the government."
The purpose of the provision is to
interest the government In the sale
of tobacco in the markets of foreign
countries. In France and some other
countries all tobacco is bought under
the "Regis" contract, and the gov-
ernments have a monopoly of .the
sale of tobacco to their own citizens.
"This provision has certainly been
prIsductive of some good," said Rep-
resentative Mudd, in discussing the
subjvt today. "It has at least re-
sulted in procuring for the farmers
reliable statistics as to the actual
prices paid by the French govern-
ment, which they had sought una-
vailingly for many years to • obtain.
The prices paid by the French gova
ernment for tobacco are not quite as
high as we had thought, but they
still represent an increase of profit
over and above what the farmers.re-
ceive here.
"The government pays about au
average of twelve cents a pound. I
thought it was more than that, but,
taking itas it is, a profit of 100 per
cent. is represented. If though the
influence of the United States we
could induce the French government
to buy directly from our people or
their agents, it would be productive
of much goodl"
"If the government could be in-
duced to impage a tariff so high as to
be practically prohibitive of the in-
troduction of some important arti-
cle of French manufacture there
would be little cause for complaint
as to the Price of tobacco."
GUY'S GETTING GOOD
W. R. Fletcher and Guy Lyon,the
two prisoners in our county jail from
Logan eounty, who are to be hang-
ed on February, 151sh, are getgng to
be very religiously inclined says the
Bowling Green Times Journal. Both
claim to:have "got religion" when
Arthur Meeker preached at the jail
last summer. They spend a great
deal of time in prayer and the other
prisoners say that on the night of
the day they were informed that the
day of execution had been set, they
spent the entire night in prayer.
Jailer Curd has a 'graphophone and
they ask him to place it at the door
leading into the jail and play it for
them. They prefer the religious
songs and"Nearer 3fy God to Thee"
Is one of their especial favorites.
The' day foe their hanging is next
Friday week.
NANCY HANKS LINCOLN
Appropriation For Grouncis at Lincoln
City Sure to Be Made.
Senator Peizer's bill to appropriate
$5,000 for the me and maintainance
of the Nancy Hanks Lincoln me-
morial grounds at Lincoln City,
passed the senate without a dissent-
ing voice. Senator Pelzer explained
the measure briefly when it was
called for third reading and Senator
Benz seconded him in an appeal for
unanimous support. Senator Bland,
Kimbrongli and Kittinger alai) paid
tribute to -the mother of Lincoln and
pointed out that the hill ,provided
fer a fitting tribute,toher: •
4
4%. 1 411-6. 11. .41)..
;Aims* I Ogiiip s a Ain Bt
itignottro
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THIRTY-SEVEN VICTIMS OF THE
THOMAS DISASTER.
Sad Feature Of West Virginia's Third
Recent Catastrophe Fate Of
Mine Boss Jones.
ELKINS, W. Va., Feb. 6.—It is
now definitely known that the total-
number of men in the Thomas mine
at the time of the explosion was
thirty-seven, all of whom were for-
eigners. One of the sad features of
the catastrophe is the death by suf-
focation of Mine BOBS Daniel Jones,
an experienced miner, 60 years. of
age. Jones was one of the first of
the rescuers to enter the mine yes-
terday and was, brought out nearly
dead by his comrades. After re-
Covering he went in 4 second time
lasc night and was brought out dead
from suffocation, making the total
death list thirty-eight.
So far sixteen bodies have been
taken from the mine. Those who
are familiar with the tirift say that
the &htilating fan has not been in
operation since Friday. It is believ-
ed that when the men had gone into
drift some distance with their
open latisPe the accumulated 'gas ex-
ploded, burnirg many of them to




Miss Julia B. Elliott has returned
from Sringlield Mo.
Mrs. M. P. Gentry Hillman,. of
Birmingham, Ala., is a guest of
Mrs. Upshaw Wooldridge on South
Main street.
Mrs.. George Newman and little
son have returned to Louisville,
after a visit of several weeks to Mrs.
Newman's; parents, Dr. and Mrs.
John W. Lewis.
Mrs. Ernest Anderson, of Owens-
bore, is a guest of her sister-in-law
Mrs. R. C. Hardwick.
Miss Pat Meal has returned from
a visit in Clarksville.
Mrs. Henry Perkins left last night
or Pensacola, Fla., to join her "lug-
band. They will reside there.
Miss Mabel Waggoner, who has
been spending a month with her
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Russell, returned to her home in
Nashville Sunday to resume her
musical studies.
11r. and Mrs. P. C. Richardson
PAGE 5.4.
5-10ANDMENTSTORE
Advanced Price3 Have Not Affected KRESS' Big Val ues
Enamelware Sale to be held Monday and Tuesday
FEBRUARY 11TH AND
Values from 75c to $1.25 25c
12TH
Each Piece
CUMBERLAND WINS $5,000,000 TAX SUIT •
Kentucky Court of Appeals Affirmed the Decision of the the Courts of
Christian County In the Proceedings Instituted By Ex-Revenue
Agent Frank A Lucas.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 67—The
court of appeals today in the case of
the commonwealth of !Kentucky
against the Cumberlane. Telephone
& Telegraph company, affirmed the.
decision, of the Chriettan circuit
court. This was a spit broug by
Frank A. Loeas, at that time/state
revenue agent,against the telephone
company, which has nominal head-
quarters in Hopkinsville, Ky., seek-
ing to have the corporipon assessed
95,000,000 for a eeeriod'oftfive years
on omitted property. The defen-
dant company claimed that its pro-
perty had been assessed under the
law by the state board. The ease
was first tried in the county court
before Special ,Judge Landes and
later in the circuit court before
Judge Cook and in both instances
Lucas lost. He carried the suit to
the court of appeals and the lower
courts:were affirmed.
EPIDEMIC SEIZES 500,000 STARVING




, 'VICTORIA, B. C. Feb.5.--Smallpox has been added to the terrors of
the famine in Central China. Advices received in Tokyo state that 500,00
0
people will die of starvation or disease. As the result of unsanitary co
n
dittoes, pesSilenee surely. will follow.
SALEM NOTES.
From Salem Visitor.)
Mrs. T. J. Baynhani has returned
from Graces-, where she went to at-
tend the bedside of hr mother, Mrs.
A. W. Meacham. Mrs. Meacham
was painfully injured last Saturday.
We hope that she may speedily re-
cover.
Edward Gross, the little son of
Mrs. Edna ° R. Gross. who accidental
ly shot laimself through the -foot a
few week-, ago, is able to be up again.
We are glad to learn that Mrs: J110.
Lundernian, all° has been very ill
for some weeks, is able to he up
again.
Mrs. D. L. Metylpin, whose foot
was amputated last week, is doing
nicely. She has been a patient suffer-
er for four years. She has the sym-
pathy and prayers; of the church
and community in he- etfiliction.
Mr. Walton Garrott has been on
the sick list, but is much improved.
Mr. E. S. Butler, Secretary of our
Sunday School, has gone to Texas.
Our best wishes follow him to his
new home. Mr. H. L. Pendleton has
been made Secretary in Mr. Butler's
place.
Improves After Operation.
Mrs. Lander Meacham, of Gracey.
underwent an operation for appendi
citis at Evansville sanitarium, and







have returned.from Tampa,'Fia. 
•
Born to the wife of Constable T.S.
Winfree this morning,a fine daught-
er. •
Dr. J. 11. Jackson has -returned
from Florida., Mrs. Jackson will !e-
mail: south for several weeks.
Miss Katie May West has gone to




Ross A. Rogers Is Elected Secretary
And Treasurer.
The fourth annual. conventien of
Kentucky Oideons came to a close
with the meeting in the Y. MC. A.
Hall Saturday night, in Louisville,
when the following officers were
elected for the ensuing year: Pre-
sident,R. Ij. McOuffin,of Louisville;
vice presidents; It„ H. Creason, of
Mayfield; John Q. Alexander, of
Campbellsville, and George H. Cox,
of Owensboro; secretary and treas-
urer, IL A. Rogers, of Hopkinsville;
chaplain. Harry K. Lukens, c f Pa-
ducah.
The meeting was called to order 9
by :President R. M. Smith, F. H.
Breyfogie read a scripture lesson.af-
ter which 'prayer was offered by •
Chaplain Lukens. F. A. Garlick •
was elected chairman of the meet- •
ing. Mr. Garlick is the national sec-
retary of the association and resides I•
in Cicago. Reports were read from! •
the various camps throughout Ken-1 •
tucky at the conclusion of Which the 0
election of officers took place. 111
At the conclusion of the business e
session the party adjourned to the
dining hall, where a sumptuous re- •





WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 5.—
Kentuctcy postmaster nominations
were sent' to the Senate for confir-
mation today as follows: Madison-
ville., Virgil Raker; Vroviden .e, Al-




A FIRST CLASS SPRING IS THE FIRST ESSENTIAL OF






Is the acme of perfection in Bed Springs. All that
a spring should be. Soft, luxurious, yet resilent
for heaviest weights. Noiseless, will never sag.
Guaranted for five years. Will be sold on thirty
nights approval. See this great spring Price
Victor Special
The Vigtor Special is the same as Vietor No. 1
but specially adapted for use on iron beds, no
wood, absolutely sanitary. This spring is guaran-
teed for five years and is sold on thirty nights ap-
' • proval. Call and see it. Price
$6.50
lelephone us and we will send you out
any spring mentioned in this Ad
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3 ; of strictly high-grade material throughout,
v ill give entirely satisfactory service, and is be-
yond doubt the best spring for the price on the •
market today. Sold under a guarantee not to sag -
or break in any part within period of 5 yeare.Price
$2.5°
We have a Matress to fit any bed to suit all purses. Yours for good bed
Keach Furniture Co.
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D' A. W. WOOD, Proprietor.NNW ERA B 15 W141:4T 7TH,  to octors
$1.00 A YEAR.
, Received at the Postoffice in Hop-
kinsville as Seeond-Class Matter.
Subscription Rates.
Daily per year   .. $5.00
" three months  1.25
per week... . 4 .... .104 4
Weekly per year. .  1.00
.50" per six months.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8,1907
Advertising Rates.
Transient advertising must be paid
for in advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements
-will be collected quarterly.
All advertisements inserted with-
out specified time will .be charged
for until ordered out.
Atinouneetnents for Marriages and . 
Deaths, not exceeding five lines, and
notices of preachingpublished gratis. bany, N. Y.; Bishep Greer, of New
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of' York city; 
Bishop Lawrence, of
Respect, and other similar notices, Massachusetts, and Bishop White-
five cents per line. ker, of Pennsylvania, participated
in the conferenee.
After a debate eXtending over two
days, the conferenite expressed the
CIRCUIT COURT--First Monday in church's policy in the following res-
June and fourth Monday. in Febru- olutions:
ary anti September.
QUARTERLY COURT-Second Mon-
days in January, April, July and
October.
FISCAL COURT-First Tuesday in
April and October.
COUNTY CouRT-First Monday in
every month.
Because we make medicines
for them. We give them the
formula for Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral, pnd they prescribe it
for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
Consumption. They trust it.
Then you can afford to trust
it. Sold for over 60 years.
" Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is a remedy that
should be in every home. I hive used a great
deal of it for hard conghs and colds, and I
know what a splendid medicine it is. I can-
not recommend it too I;tglily."- MARK E
Coutn, Hyde Park, mass.
Made by C. Ayer Co., Lowell. Mass.
Also manufacturers of
P SARSAPARILLAtiers MIS.HAIR VIGOR.
Court Directory.
THE HIGH STAND Oi-
A GREAT CHURCH.
The Proteistant Episcopal Church
of America has given the weight of
its official indorsement to that rest- I
Boning which decrees that in Vie in-
culcation of Christian morality
among the negroes of today lies the
most feasible solution of the race
problem. The church has gone fur-
ther. It concedes that the Mission
here involved is primarily the duty
of tlie church organization, and it
practically commits itself to an ag-
gressive campaign which shall ma-
terialize these convictions.
A knowledge of the circumstances•
under which these conclusions were
reached is essential to an apprecia-
tion of their deep importance.
During the earlier part of OA
week, a conference between the bish-
ops of the Episcopal church has
been in progress in Washington city.
The personnel of the conference
comprised the highest intelligence
and authority of this great militant
religious denomination. The pro-
ceedings were given special siglifi-
cance by the fact that the majority
of the southern states-where the
problem exists in all its troublous
, phases-were represented by the
heads of each respective diocese, as
follows:
Bishops (iibson. of Virginia; Ran-
dolph and Tucker, of Norfolk, Va.;
tiravatt, of West Virginia; Strange,
cif Wilmington, N. C.; C'hesire, of
lialeigh:N. C. ; Horner, e!' Ashe-
ville, N. Woodcock,. of Louis-
;sine, Ky.; Bui ton, of* Lexington,
Ky.; Nelsen, of Georgia; Brown, of
Arltavsai-; Brittoo, of .Mississippi,
and (Whir, of T‘iniessee.
Such other high ecclesiastics as
'Bishop Henry •Y. Satterlee,of Wash-






If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat instead of muscle-strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat




contains all the digestive juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and in
exactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
iligestant, but it is a reconstructive, tis-
sue building tonic as well. Kodol cures
Indigestion. Dyspepsia.. Sour Stomach.
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
Constipation. You will like it.
Digests What You Eat
Rests the stomach, rebuilds the
tissues and gives firm flesh.
Doi ar bottle bold 24
times a. ascii s.• the
trial, or 89 coat Mao.
/YIN:Hired at the Lab-
oratory of E.Q.D.wItli
iOo.,CiiIc&o,U 5.à
For sale by R. C. Hardwick.
yer's Pills greatly a;c1 the Cherry
Pectoral breakin-t UP a cold.
"Resolved. That;instruction in the
fundamentalals of !Chriktian morali-
ty fill the foremost need among the
negroes of our day; that the incul-
cation of these principles is a prime'
duty and a responsibility of the
church, and in the present necessity
the negro cleigy should be supple-
mented by evangelists, catechists,
teachers, visitors and subordidate
ministers who shall give their chief
attention to teaching righteousness;
and that the schools related to the
American chtuch institute for ne-
groes, are and of right ought to be
natural sources fur the supply and
training of men for this work.
These views are identical with
those of the Constitution, as persist
ently advanc6d since the upheaval,
of last September brought the prob-
lem to a local Crisis.. They are the
soulpf the campaign of the Atlanta!
Business Men's Opel Union, which
ex-Governor Northen has already
extended-into thirty counties in this
state. They are also the vital prin-
ciple Of the Plans of the Atlanta Civ-
ic League, working in harmony with
the ourp es of the (lospel Union.
They am approved by bisimps and
minista4 of all the 'denominations.
The ac on taken in Washington
means th t the 'Episcopal church in
America recognizes that all theoret-
ical panaceas and dogmatic pallia-
rivet; are futile in tranquillizing in-
terracial.relations. unless they are.
founaed on the broad premise of
Christianity. as taught by Christ,
and morality, as inspired by relig-
hin.
It also means that this church'.
with its splendid organization
throughoht the smith, and its facili-
ties for a- predating local conditions
and dealing intelligently with them,
is to jC.111 its forces with the most
momenteus crusade ever inaugura-
ted in this section.
The Constitution views this gov-
ernment,. in common with recent
iimilar expressions front other (le-
notninations in tieorgin and the
south, as one of the most hopeful
developments in the long and some-
what depressing history of the race
problem.--Atlanta Constitution.
Barred Plymouth Rocks.
Some elegant breeders at half price
to make room for youngsters. Here's
your chance to get the famous
Bradley Bros'. strain. always win-
ners.
DANIEL SUBURBAN POUL-
TRY YARDS. Cumberland' ,Phone
718.
LAND SURVEYS-We make sur-
veys of farms, and maps, showing
all division fences, roads, water
courses, houses, barns, etc., and ex-
act number of acres in each field
Old et indefinite property lines
found. Our prices are reasonable
and the absolute aJcuracy Of the
work is guaranteed. Meacham En-
gineering & Construction Co., 807 :4.
Main St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
Buy a Farm in Famous Texas Pan-
handle.
Will make you rich. We own
large tract. Prices and terms right.
Excursions: twice monthly. Good
agt tits wanted. For particulars
write,
T3xas & Southwest Colonization Co.
w4t Minneapolis, Minn.
FOR SALE -Good family and
brood mare or will trade for span of
work mules.
J. MeHENRY TICHENOR,
, w. •)t. Hopkinsville, Ky.
40 Alb SS "I" C:t rt. X .
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rHE SUNDAY SCHOOL
_ESSON VI, FIRST QUARTER, INTERNA-
TIONAL SERIES, FEB. 10.
text of the Lesson, Gen. sJi, 1-S.
Memory ‘"ersert. 1-3-Golden. Test,
Gen. ill, 2-Cornmentstry Prepared
by Res.. IL M. Stearns.
[C'op)right, 1907, by American Pr..9s Ab.uciation.1
'Not vomiting Adam, who in Many
respects stands alone, there are seven
typical represeutative men in Genesis-
Abel. Enoch, Noah, Abl•aliam, Isaac,
Jacob and :Joseph. We have had the
first and third, under consideration,
with just a glance at the second, and
now we eome to the middle one of the
seven. the only man in Scripture who
is specially eafied "the friend of God,"
and. he is so called three different
times (II Chron. xx. 7; Isa. xii, 8; Jas.
ii. 23j. Om' Lord says tliat we are His
friends if we d3 His commandments,
and He also says that if we do the will
of God we are His brother and. sister
and mother (John xv, 14, 15; Matt.
xii. 50).
The new people on earth, the de-
scendants of Noah, the new head of
the race, became degenerate, like the
antediluvians. though possibly not to
the same extent, but we find them in
chapter xi. 4, in organized rebellion
against God, so much so that the Lord
had to confound their language and
scatter them abroad upon the face of
all the earth. Then in chapter xi.
10-32, we have the next ten genera-
tions from Shem bringing us to Abram,
concruinp:: whose times it Is written
that his people served other gods
(Josh. xxiv, 2). From the surrounding.
idolatry God called him out that Ile
might transplant him and make of
him and his descendants, in a separate
land, a separate people unto Himself
that through them the nations might
!mow the only living and true God.
Cod does not drive people,, but draws
them by some revelation of Himself
and His glory; so we read that "the
God of Glory appeared unto Abram"
(Acts vii, 2). We are also told concern-
ing him that he looked for a city
which hath foundations (Heb. xi, 10).
e.vidently the city of Bev.. xxl. Moses
also was encouraged by a glorious
prospect set before him which made
Egyptian prospects seem of 'small ac-
count. The antediluvians, who be-
lieved God, saw something in the
cherubim which made them as stran-
gers here. And when our Lord asked
the disciples to 'deny self and follow
Him, He did not fail to tell them of a
time of reward and glory (Matti xvi,
Believers will never be content to so-
journ on earth as strangers till a glori-
ous future takes hold of their hearts.
making them blind`to the allurements
of earth .because of the glory of that
light. Then all things merely earthly
will seem as nothing compared with
the glory of the kingdom. It was the
Lord who appeared to Abram itukt
spoke to him, and we must hear His
voice in our hearts for ourselves -that
Is, we must receive His word as a mes-
sage to outl hearts, believing that He
means us.
The promise to Abram iu the first
three verses of our lesson included a
land, a posterity ;and a worldwide
blessing and still awaits its complete'
fulfillment. The fourfold "I will" of
these verses is suggestive of the world-
wide reach of the promise, but one "I
will" of God makes the thing sure.
At Haven Abram was detained till
his father died (chapter xi, 31. 32).
Just why Is not plainly told, .but we
see later in the Bible story that Caleb
and Joshua were kept many years
from entering the land of promise by
the unbelief of others, and there is a
possibility that there was some unbe-
lief on the part of Terah, for we know
that unbelief cannot enter in (Heb.
lit. no. A'irahain Was seventy-five
whea lin and Sarah. his wife, and his
uepliew Lot left Harau and entered
Canaan with all their possessions and
pitched at' Sichem. (Verses 4 to 6) with
the Canaanite still occupying the land.
but he saw the Lord and not the
Canaanite, for
Faith, mighty aith-, the promise sees and
looks to that &lone,
Laughs at impossibilities and cries It
shall be done.
Here the Lord appeared again to
Abram (verse 7), the first time in the
land and probably the first time since
He' appeared to him in his faraway
eastern home, and confirmed to him the
promise. And Abram builded his first
altar in the land and worshiped God
In His appo;uted way according to the
teaching of Gen. 111, 21, and the ex-
ample of Abel and Noah.
In verse 8 we find that he removed to
asnew place. I in he does not fail to
build an altar and worship. We can
go in peace anywhere on earth with
God, but one has well said that we
had better not cross the threshold
without Him.. The rest of the chapter
tells of further journeying‘s, but this
time it is down to Egypt, because there
was a famine in Canaan, and we find
no altar in Egypt. We do see Abram
afraid of his life and he and Sara'
planning a lie and afterward rebuked
f3r it by the king of Egypt.
The Lord who fed the children of
Israel for forty years and sent Elijah
food by the ravens ind multiplied the
widow's meal amid oil could easily care
for Abram in famine time.
But Abram did not know of these
things, and he was only learning the
way of faith. With all our increase of
light and knowledge, are we doing bet-
ter than he did? We have also the
story of Naomi. but do we never leave
our Bethlehem? A study of events
which happened afterward at Sieben)
and Bethel is most profitable. If we
take the words in verse 9 "golly; on
still." we have a good motto, provide 1
we journey with God alWays.
Coneernint the yet future fulfillment
of the prom 'c' to Abram see We.. vii,
20; Jet. xxxil. 41.
• tr.
AVegetable F. • :..-ation forAs-
similating ‘,!amillegula-


















A peed Remedy forConstipa-
!ion Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worrns.Convuisiotis ,Feveresh •
ness and Loss or SLEEP.
.18
NEW YORTi.
EXACT CD?Y 'P. RAPPER.
arY't
STORI
For Infarits and Children.














PRUCE GUM BALSAM _._ -
-MADE rROM ME RED SPRUCE TREE Ser- t
FEBRUARY 8. lief
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r A Positive LA& teiI
CURE
Ely's Cream .alm
is quickly abt .-sect
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Bead quickly it6" HAY FEVERstores the Senses of
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The Tooth And The
Crown
are made as one. By skillful work
we fit the gold to what remains of
the tooth in a manner which is shim-4
lutely perfect. It resores the teoth
o usefulness. Preserves it,for years.
mBy our new and improved syste
I It
Dentistry
eth which seem beyond repair can 
be made serviceable. An examina-
tion costs nothing. Come in and
have one made. We can then tell
what can be done with your teeth.
Louisville
Dental Parlors,
Next to Court House. Hopkinsville,
Ky. Home 'Phone 1214.
DR. OTTO'S
Nature's p.,..eiess spec& fcr COUGHS, COL'S, LA GRIPPE, WHOOP. ;4.1 h o %I se K ee per*
IW 'OUGH, BRONCHITIS, SORE THROAT sr-, ALL LUNG TROUBLE.
Price, 25o and 50c.
Deweese, of Warrick county, Ind.. writes; "Had a severe
cough for nearly three months. Tried everything. Thought it WI'S going
into Consumption. My attention was drawn to Dr. Otto. Spruce Gum
Balsam and procured a bottle, and it curea as if by magic. I recommend
it to all people troubled with a bad cough."




r, Ring, a DiamorJ, a Watch,
Jewelry, Silver- Nare,
tr Cut Glass
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aealtiful colored birth stone
SOUVENIR FREE
for the asking
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t xtract of Bed
Cook Book
telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
Address LEIBIG CO.. P. 0. Box 278
New Yosk











• Solicits accounts of individuals and corporat
ions desiring a
safe place of deposit or accommodations on approved 
security.
Three per cent. interest paid on Time Certificates of Deposit.
Safety Deposit Boxes for custothers.
Geo. C. Long, Pres. Thos. W. Long, Cashier













Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-













will help you on
easymonthly
payments.
It you want to
save money and
be getting inter-
est on it all the





Henty C Gant, Pres.
1 E. ivicPherson, Sec
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LIVERY, FEED and BOARDINGL
Stable.
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky
Horses Bought and Sold.
East ;Cinth Street t
Phones. Cumli.L4g;H•oilie 11CR 1.-
1,11rMLYC;.• ILYVIALVIM-11,..11MIL>.
I.
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COULDN'T BEMIISC DRYDEN OUT OF THE RACE FOR UNITEDSTATES SENATOR IN NEV !EITSEY.-1 TELL OF THE SCHOOL!
COUNTY ROADS ARE IN A TERRI-
BLE CONDITION
(From Saturday's Daily)
The roads or the county, where
they are notapiked, continue to get
worse and worse and.. in some sec-
tions travel is ahnost impossible on
; accounts:of the deep and sticky mud.
4,4 Yesterday a lady from Howell was
Blythe city and when asked how she
managed to get to town she. stated
-that she had driven two mules to a
buggy to which a tongue had been
fixed instead of shafts. Even with
this it was all the mules could do to
pull the vehicle, notwithstanding
the fact that she had come a circuit-
ous route over less traveled roads
Action Thken At Advice Of his Physi-
cians.—Frank Briggs May
Succeed Him.
Some WASHINGTON, Feb. 4,--Lisnited
States Senator John F. Dryden, of
New Jersey, authorized the Asso-
ciated- Press to announce that he
has withdravle• his name as a can- I
didate for re-electioti to the United
States senate.
This action was taken on the ad-
: than the direct main highway.
A citizen who lives north of the
city was here today and stated that
; he and one of his sons started to
• town a few days ag9 on a load of
woad. The wagon inired-five times
before they got out of sight of the
house, and then the wood was un-
loaded,the wagon, driven back and
put in the stable and the son got on
one of the mules and came to town
that way, while he himself stayed
at home.
These experiences are only those
of nearly every one who attempts to
travel oven i the roads. The few
• freezes that have come have only
• served to soften the roads thorough-
ly and the rains,whieh have invaria-
bly followed these, keep them In, a
ST.. LOUIS, Feb. 1.—Gen.Stephen
D. Leig commander-in-chief of the
United Confederate Veterans,arriv-
ed here and willgo to Jefferson City
to-day to appear before a commit-
tee of the legislature and ask that
portion of the money recently aw-
arded to Missouri to reimburse the
state for its expenses in the war be
expended for monuments to Missou-
ri soldiers.
The Baptist church decided Sun-
day morning that the Sunday school
department should be enlarged by
the addition of se N era! rooms.
About ci,hoo or $4,000 will be requir-
to make the improvement. Over
$2,500 was subscribed Sunday.
--e••1••4-a—
Will Be Reoplened By W. W. Winters.
—Sale Held. ,
(From Monday's Daily)
Moses L. Elb,. trustee in bank-
ruptcy..for West & Harms. .today
offered at public auction the stock
and fixtures of the Innovation Cafe.
The sale was well. attended and
bid 'ling wfoa lively. The stock was
first offerektv in .small lots, then
everything txclusive of the soda
fountain and finally everything in
the house as a whole. •
• The bid which was accepted was
$1,060 by the American Soda Foun-
tain company for the Innovation
fountain Whiell had been purchased
from them, $590 for everything else
by W. W. Winters, of Clarksville,
and $15 for the • accounts by L.
• -O'Nan.
• Mr. Winters stated after the sale
that he would reopen the cafe at
once and cater to the very best class
of trade.
')he Madisonville Graphic says:
"Mr. (2. H. Patterson, -who lives
near town and who is a fruit grower,
informs us that the frost has injured
early peaches arid that perhaps one-
hitlf the fruit is killed. Ilear buds
swelled during the warm weather,
and as a result most of the fruit is
killed.
"Mr. Patterson says that other
fruii, so far has not been damaged
materially. He thinks that* unless
there should be extremely cold
weathei'there is a very good pros-
pert for many kinds of fruit."
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanses and beautifies th. hair.
Prom"tes • Inturiant growth.
Sew, Pails to Restore Gray
c&r to its Youthful Color.scalp diqeases & hair falling.
Six, and $1.00 at Druggists 
WILL BE OPENED ON FIRST OF "Salome*" It was 
suggestive
throughout-.1
from the attentions of Herod, who is
very much in wine. She hears Jok-
anitan in the cistern and has him
brought out to her by the Captain!
Jokana,an spurns her love ar.
preaches repentence. The Captain,
mortified at his own failure in love,
stabs himself to death, but she takes
no notice. She persists in wooing
Jakanaan. will kiss thy mouth,"
she swears. But he does not yield
to her words and avoids her caress-
es.
Salome gets her revenge when
uneasy from tile dread of a God he
feels lie has displeased, Herod asks
her to dance for him. He promises
1 to reward her with anything she
I may ask. She dances, and demands
the head of iJokanaan.°
Salome receives the freshly decap-
itated head of Jokanaan as the re-
ward cf her dance. before Herod.
This,is he beginning of the most
suggestive action in the play. Sa-
lom fondles the ghastly object,
"makes wild love to it, kisses it with
fervor to the accompaniment of
sensuous music. She seizes the
head of her victim like a tigress.
She says "Ah, thou wouldst• not
suffer me to kiss thy mouth, Joka-.
naan. Well, I will kiss it now! I
will bite it with my teeth as one
bites a a ripe fruit!" She does.
The part of Salome was sung by
Olive Fremstad. Her "Dance of
the Seven Veils" was assisted by a
premier danseuse dressed sitnilarly,
A'ho took her place as she whirled
behind an obstruction on the stage.
Carl Burrian, Van Rooy, Dippel,
Jacoby and.other grand opera stars
vice of tire senator physicians.
TRENTON, N. J., Feb. a —The
announcement that United State,
Senator .1. F.Dryden has withdrawn
as a candidate for re-election har,
started the poltticians to work, and ,
the iodicatiens point to State Sena-
tor Frank -4EIV Briggs as Mr.Dryden's
successor. '
ARRESTS ARE mgoE shomE„ In LURID
MUSIC DRAMA
UNDER LAW PROHIBITING ENTER-' HARDENED
ING SALOON ON SUNDAY
Two Colored Men Were Caught A
They Came Out Of a Liquor
House.
(From Monday's Daily)
WOULD IT SHOCK YOU-
-. To near Oscar Wilde ,phrases ut-
tered in harmony with sensuous mu-
sic?
To see a beautiful woman in "Lit-
tle Egypt" garb dancing to an insid-
ious dance?
To see instead of a bocidet of ilow-,̀
ers as the dancer's reward an even-
The first arrests/Jo be made under 
gelist's severed head fresh from the
the new ordinance making it unla,w-
charnel house?
fit! even to go itto a saloon on Su 
To hear the dancer rave love 
wordsn- j
day, were those yesterday of Josh
Brewn and Henry Prayer, colored,
who were caught as they came out
of a Seventh. street saloon. They
both stated that they hadnot secur-
ed any liquor in the saloon, but this
did not mitigate their offense in the
least, and as the .officers are deter-.
mined to enforce the ordinance they
were haled before Judge Brasher
who assessed a fine of $6 each against
them. Brown went to the work-
house while Prayer paid his fine in
cash.
HOME OF PITHIANS
over it and see her give the bloodless
lip S a long, lingering kiss, goullsh in
its gusto?
(N. B.—In the play even Herod
can't SLAW' for it. He commands:
"Kill that woman.")
NEW YORK, Feb. 4.—Theater-
goers of the metropolis have been
jarred as seldom before by the music
drama "Salome," presented at the
Metropolitan Opera House as a bene-
fit to Director Heinrich Conreid.
Now the owners of the opera house
property have notified Conreid that
the play should not -be produced
there again, and he has reluctantly
consented to withdraw it, although
championing the 'tempering the pas-
sionate Wilde language. The action
was what caused the distaste to
AttGUST.
• BY OSCAR WILDE.
The late Oscar Wilde's fanciful
story of the fate of slohn the Baptist,
The board of control at the meet- described by severe critics as the
lug in Lexington decided to open very essence of the decadent, dram-
the widows' and orphans' Knights atized and set to music by Composer
of Pythias home August 1. . Richard Strauss, had never before
On account of some dissatisfaction been presented in-this country. The
It had been decided to sell the borne music was pronounced wonderful, a
and locate it in some other part of ,step • in advance of Wagner. The
the state, but this plan has now been lines were in German, somewhat
abandoned, everything sat isfactori- mercifully teMpering the passionate
ly adjusted, and the home will be Wilde language. The action war,
permanently locited. at Lexington. what caused the distaste to "Sa-
Lucian II. Davis, of this city, who lome.." It wa's suggestive through-
is a member of the board of etmtrol out.
attended the meeting. The story is dramatized into one
90-minute act. Jakanaan (John the
Baptist) denounced as unlawful the
taking of his brother Philip's wife,
Herodias, by Herod the Tetrarch.
! For this he is imprisoned. They
I have him in a dry cistern in the pal-
AS TROPHIES FOR THE BASKET-
l ace yard, guarded by sAdiers. _r1 he
captain of these soldiers is hopeless-
BALL VICTORS. ly in love with Salome, daughter of
Herodias. She comes on, fleeing
TWO LOVING CUPS
The general in tei est which is being
taken in the basket ball league
which was recently organized was
given a further impetus Saturday
when the Forbes Manufacturing Co.
and J.H.A nderson &('o.each agreed
to :donate a loving cup to serve
as trophies for which the teams will
Contest for each season. It had been
planned that these, trophies were to
be t urchased with money taken in
at the games, but theae firms agreed
to supply the cups themselves.,
These cups will 1?e secured at once
and will be of silver and • handsome
in design. One will be known as the
Forbes Cup and the other as the
Anderson Cup and will be inscribed.
One cup will be contested for by the
first teams of'Co. D. and South Ken-
tucky College while- the other will
serve as an incentive for the lighter
weight teams in the league.
•
WASHINGTON, I). C., Feb.—
Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth is
confined ,to bed by an attack of grip.
HELENA, Mont. Feb. 4.—Preston
H. Leslie, aged 89, twice governo- of
Kentucky and former governor of
Montana, is ill of pneumonia.
LETTER FROM CHRISTIAN COUN-
TY STUDEN1S.
Bowling Green, Ky. 2-2-07.
To the Editor of New Era:
Dear Sir:
- We, the Undersigned stu-
dents from' Christian County, who
are now attending the Western Ken-
tucky State Normal, most respect-
fully ask a little space in your valu-
able paper in order to tell our friends
about the State Normal. The stu-
dents from each county have organ-
ized themselVes into county delega-
tions and into committees for thed
purpose of doing what they can to
make the Normal one of Kentucky's
greatest institutions and in order to
advance the cause of universal intel-
ligenbe in our Commonwealth We
have also appointed committees to
be at the train to meet the in-coming
students from our county, secure a
boarding place for them. and aid
them in any way we can. There
are already thirteen students in the
Christian county delegation, not-
withstanding the school has been in  
operation, unper State laws only two  
weeks. We are very proud of this
showing, yet we are convinced that IF 
there are many earnest young men
and women, boys and girls, in our
county, who would take advantage
of the educational opportunities of-
fered by the State Normal, if they
really knew what splendid opportun-
ities they would enjoy while here.
School has begun with a large at-
tendance and a most inspiring and
interesting work. There are many
splendid and attractive features con-
nected with the institution; but,
possibly, DO one is more interesting
than the spirit of the institution.
The school is on fire with enthusi-
asm and the teachers and the stu-
dent-body work together in perfect
harmony and -sympathy. A corn-
mon interest dominates the school.
We have an able faculty and one
that not only has had the best train-
ing but a wide experience.
Expenses are low in the State  
Normal, notwithstanding the facul-
ties are equal to the best. Of course,
an appointee gets free instruction;  
but, if one does not hold a free schol-
arship, tuition costs only $18.00 for
a term of five months. One can get
board- in Frisbie Hall's excellent
dining room for $1.50 per week and
rooms at $3.00 per month, making
the entire expense for beard, every-
thing furnished, only $9. per month.
The very best private board can be
had for $11 to $12 per month, every-
thing furnished.
Any persons in the county desiring
information relative to the intitution
or board are requested to write any
member of the delegation or the  
President of the institution.
Trusting we shall see a number of
ilPW students from our native COUtley
at an early date, and promising to
do everything we can to aid our
friends in securing board, etc., we  













MAYFIELD, Ky., Feb. 4.—An
Indiana man named Doyle. was
• burned to death in a fire which de-
stroyed a boarding house here today.
A man named Parker was injured
by jumping from a whitlow. A
mystery surrounds the origin of the
fire.
LATER:. Postmortem examina-
tion of Doyle's body shows he' was
murdered. The house was set on
fire to hide the crime.
IL W. Tibbs has resigned his po-
sition as traveling salesnian
for the Taff-Leathers & Co., -svhole-
sale clothiers, and has resunied his
old position as local - agent for the
Southern Express CO. In the arrang-
ment Mr. Tibbs rdteives a handsont,
increase in salary ft4th.the express
company. .It is An-kite stood that
Otho Vaughn, . who has been agent
here while Mr. Tibbs was traveling.





with Ample Facilities and All
Modern Equipment.






Valuables taken care of for cus-
tomers. Private Safety Boxes in
Largest and Strongest Vault in
Western Kentucky.
Interest Paid on Time
Deposits
e Extend a Cordial Invitation to the Public
Call and Inspect Our; New Quarters,
Our equipment is thorough, modern and efficient.
Our faithful and untiring service is at the commandiaf every cus-
tomer.
We furra,h our customers safety deposit boxes for valuables.
We pay 3 per cent interest on time certificates of deposit.
Henry C. Cant, Pres. J. E. McPherson, Cashier.
H. L. McPherson, Asst. Cashier.
We have just received a barrel of FAT FINE
ones. Somethi g that will please. ,
Nothing finer ever sir u c "z the town. Qualit,
Al. Phone us your wants or call at store
Wholesale MI-Retail Grocers
Both Phones Rod Front
11EILI - - I 1_le. ALA .lishalt A e„.
Clitiliio sr- 0 mirtinfiniiiiig --.
,
SAFELY ON HA ND
A piece of paper that every wise
man should strive after with the
least delay—Why? Because it safe-
ly blankets his house in case of Hee
and gives-him a cash value for all
destroyed. Add to this ease of mind-
morn, noon and night. Show us
bettor investment for the small sum
charged on a policy for Fire.- Insur-
ance and we will make the discover-
er a present of a block of houses like
the one in the sketch. If not insur-
ed here's an offer of prompt scrvica.
" BEN S. WINTREE,
Fire an Life Insurance,
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Be Happy! Be Happy!
FEBIWART 9, ife7
Be Wise! Be Wise
Sc!! Your Tobacco on Abanattly's Loose Floor
Close up the year's business. It will Cost you 23 per 100
 pounds to sell on the Loose Floor.
What does it cost you to sell elsewhere? And? And? And?
Results on Loose Floor: Correct Weights, Highest Prices, Cash Returns, No Hereafter,
CROPS CLOSED OUT! REST! REST! REST! READY FOR NEW CROP!
JAMES ON POINT
ANTED PART OF APPROPRIA-
TION FOR DARK TOBACCO.
Made-Strong Talk and Won His 
Wish
In Spite of The Opposi-
tion,
WASHINGTON, Feb. 2.—Repre-
aentative James, of Kentucky, se-
cured in the house an amendment
to the agricultural appropriation bil
l
whereby part of the $150,000 fund
..appropriated for examination of in-
sects destructive of agriculture is
given for purpose of investigating
tobacco worm and insects injurious
to tobacco.
The house after a speech from Mr.
James on the subject and regardless
of the opposition of chairman of the
committee, Mr. Wadsworth sus-
tained Mr. James' and included to-
bacco insects in 4te investigation.
Mr. James sainhat tabaccogrow-
ers in western Kentucky and Tenn-
essee, to which the amendment ap-
plies, are already hampered by the
government plaeing a tax of six cents
a pound on leaf tobacco, which en-
ables the trust to control the mark-
ets.
He said he made his appeal in.be-
half of the tobacco growers of the
Dark Tobacco region and thought it
only justice that part of the appros
icoriatigns should be nsed for their re-
lief. •
.S100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
or.e dreaded disease that science has
been abli to cure in all its stages,and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to thiainedioal fraternity. Catarrh
being: a constitutional disease, re-
quires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the cetindation.
of-the disease,and giving the patient
strength by building up the consti-
tution and assisting nature in doing
its work. 'I he proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers
:Fq1ix Grasty's Deal.;
The an Angelo, Tex., Standard
says: About two weeks ago readers
of the titandard were a little sur-
prised to know that F. K. Grasty, of
Kentucky, had purchased two lots
on :the West side of North Chad-
bourne, occupied by Henning's sec-
ond-hand store, for a consideration
of $4,500, including, of course. the
I) uilding.
Mr. Grasty has just sold the site,
which measures 50 1-2 feet on Chad-
bourne and 136 feet deep, to J. P.
Jordan [and Jas. Whitfield, of San
Angelo. fora consideration of $6,100.
Mr. Grasty's profit is, therefore,
$1,500 on an investment of $4,500
within about three weeks, or 32.6
per cent, which is the equivalent, if
the same rate of returns could con-
tinue, of eight-hundred and forty-
seven per cent per annum.
Brandt, Rives ez Sewell and J. A.
Williams'Ac Co. are the agents that
consummated the last mentioned
sale.
Forcible Facts.
One-sixth of the deaths from di-
sease are due to consumption. Nine-
ty-eight per cent. of all those who
have used Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery . for "weak lungs"
htivelbeen perfectly and permanent
ly cured.:Dr. Pierce's Golden Med
•cal Discovery is not advertised to
cure consumption in its' advanced
'stages. No imedicine will do that.
The "Discovery" does not cure ob-
stinate. lingering ot "hinging-on-
coughs,"and all those catarrhal con-
ditions of throat and brohchial pas-
sages which if not properly treated
end in conlminption. 'rake the "Dis-
covery" in time and if given a fair
rind faithful trial it will seldom dis-
appoint.
Free'. Dr. Pierce's great work.
The people's Commen Sense Med.I
cal adviser is sent free on receipt of
stamps to pay cost of mailing only.
Send 21 one,cent stamps for paper
covered book, .or 31 stamps for a copy
in cloth binding. Address Dr. R. V
Pierce, Buffalo, N. V. •
Renshaw—Warner,
License was issued this morning
for the marriage of Ferd Warner to
Miss Mary Lou RenshaW. both of
whom live near Crofton. The cere-
mony will be solemnized next Wed-
nesday night at the home of the
bride, Rev. Thomas officiating.
_
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case th.at it fails to cure. BEWARE OF "DIGESTIVES"
Send for list of testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY ez CO., Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists, 75c.




The sad intelligence of the death
of Mrs. Ellis A. Cottrell at the home
of celatives in Hartford, Ky., has
begn received in the city. Aehild
reCently born to Mrs. Cottrell died
a f*w days ago. l'he deceased was
a noble young Christian Woman,and
010 aunotincement of her death wjll
shock and sadden the large circle of
her Hopkinsville friends. Mr. *Cot-
treIll had been with her some time,•
and the sympathy of the community
is extended to him in his doable be-
reavement. " The funeral will take
place in Hartford.
_ 
• Rising From the Grave.
A prominent manufacturer, Wm.
A.; Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C., re-
lates a most remarkable experience.
He says: "After taking less than
thee bottles of Electric Bitters I
feei like one rising from the grave.
My trouble:isliright's Disease in the
Diabe•tes stage. I fully believe Elec-
tric Bitters will cure me ipermanent-
lylfor It has already stopped the liv-
er and bladder complications which,
have troubled me for years." Price
541-, eelt.8* Guaranteed at L. L.
Eigin A liderhon ha Fowler Co. (Inc)
'ook ck: Higgins. Druggist.
•
ineMinutoGoughGtime
#111. v"amptitik Veldt and aP4/40aos
The Only Way to Cure Stomach
Disorders Is by Strengthening
the Digestive Organs.
The ordinary pepsin tablet has
ruined more stomachs than all other
causes combined. While it. gives
temporary relief, it leaves the di-
gestive system weaker than ever,
and the tablet must be continued
with increased frequency.
The onlY waiy to permanently cure
stomach 'troubles is strengthening
the disgestive organs with a Mi-o-
na stomach tablet taken before
meals. In this way the remedy pre-
pares the stomach for the food and
excites the secretion of gastric
juces so that, when the good is eat-
en, the stomach is prepared to
digest it.
If Mi-o-na was a anere digestive,
TOBACCO MARKETS.'
LARGE SALES. DESPI TE WEATH-
ER, ON LOOSE FLOOR.
A Few Private Sales On the Breaks.—
Association Sells Last Of
Old Crop.
(From Saturday's y)Dail
The cold weather which prevailed
(luring the early part of this week
greatly interfered with the sales of
loose tobacco onothis market by rea-
son of the farmers not being able to
deliver their c.ops to the sale floors.
This Weather broke up, though,
about the middle of the week and
the deficit was fully made up, the
figures for the week showing sales of
about 100,000 pounds of the weed.
Prices showed a slight increase, the
result of the continued heavy de-
mand The offering were confined
to low and medium grades, there be-
ing no fine tobaccos offered. Prices
ranged as follows: Trash, $3.50 to
$4.25; low lugs; $4.25"10 $4.75; med-
ium lugs, $4.50 to. $5; good lugs, $5
to $6.25; low leaf, $5.75 to $6,50; com-
mon leaf, $6.50 to $7; medium leaf,
$7.60 to $8; good leaf. $8 to $9.
Regular sales of hogshead tobac-
co on the breaks have not yet begun
but a few deals have been made 'Pri-
vately. Receipts however have been
heavy, the report of the inspectors
showing the following comparative
figures for the first month of this
year and last:
1906
Receipts past month 846
Receipts for year  846
Sales past month . 64
Sales past year . . 64
Shipments past month 1,)79
Shipments for year 1,979
Stock on sale. 1,190
Stock sold  14











C. F. Jarrett, local manager of
the Planters' Protective Association,
has sold the last of the old crop of
association tobacco. There were 45
hogsheads which were gold to the
American Snuff Company at the
schedule prices. During the past
year Mr. Jarrett sold 7.000 hogs-
heads for the association, while in
the year previous the sales aggrega-
ted 4,200 hogsheads.
A Valuabls Lesson.
"Six years ago 1 learned a valua-
ble lesson." writes John Pleasant, of
Magnolia, Ind. "I then began tak-
ing. Dr. King's New Life Pills, and
the ionger I take them the better 1
find them." They please every-
body. 25c box. Guaranteed by L.
L. Elgin Anderson az Fowler, (Inc)
Cook dr Higgins Drugstore.
Nothing will relieve Indigestion
that is not a thorough digeattint.
Kodol digests what you eat and al-
lows the stomach to rest—recuper-
ate—grow strong. again. KODOL Is
a solution of digestive acidsand as
nearly as possib:e approximates the
digestive juices that are found in
the stomach. KODOL takes the
work of digestive oi grins, and while
it would be taken after ipting, so as performing this 'wbrk itsel
f does
to mix with the food, but then per- 'greatly assist the stomach t
o a thor-
manent relief would not 41)e gained. lough rest. In addition th
e ingre-
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are sold i dients of KODOL are such as .to
only in a neat metal box, convenient 'make it a correctiste of the
 highest
efficiency and by its action the sto-
mach is restored to its normal'ac-
tivity and power. KODOL is manu-
fbr the purse or vest pocket and cost
but 50e. I. A. L. Elgin has seen ̀ so
many cures made by Mi-o-na stom-
ach tablets that he gives a guaran- factured in strict conformi
ty with
tee with every box that the money the National Pure Foo
d and Drugs
will barefunded if the remedy fails Law. Sold by R. C. Hardwick
.
to give satisfaction. You run no
risk in using Mi-o-na, for you are
sure to be cured at trifling expense,
or else your money will be returnA1
Jan. 14, 24, Feb. 4.
CD Ai. 03 sr CA 3Ft. I .




For Infants and Children.





The snow and cold weather was
lie cause of a slight frilling .off in
t lie amou:it of offerings this -week,
hut-prices were better on all grades
and prices are gradually getting
higher all the time, as the, order is
improving. I would not advise you
to be in too much haste, bat grad-
ually putting your tobacco on the
Loose Floor will certainly be the
best thing you can do, if you want
to make money. The element of
competition is found only on the
Loose Floor aid competition is what
makes the price on your tobacco. I
qtlote Inga $4. to $6.00; leaf 86.25 to
$9.00. Vet,. truly yours,
H. H. ABERNATHY.
• • Nelson House.
Sales Tuestlag and Friday.
Affirms Case.
The ease of Louis Brooks vs. the
Nortonville Coal Co. was affirmedf
Wednesday by the Court of Appeals. •
The case was one in which Brooks,
two years ago, was injured in the de-
fendants' mine, at Nortonville, 'by a
coal ear running back on him while
plaintiff was digging a pit. The jury
gave him a judgment for $1,999.00.1








Labor statistics show that we pay the
highest wages to shoemakers in St. Louis
—because vve require the best workman-
ship there is.
This vans that we get our pick of
the best' workers—and we find that the




is,•,„,,, i i;,,,,f, ...,.c.,, 4... .....
utnt c.. i t 1 dt. /..t. i
The combination of the finest workmanship with the ideal assorting
:Ind grading of leather (made possible by our making many classes of
shoes) has resulted in our making more fine shoes than any other
House in the West.
In our dress shoes from $3.50 to $.6.00 you will find the leather ot the
tinest texture, the lasts the very latest and hest fitting and the
workmanship the highest grade.
shoe 'DIAMOND IMAM- e41101,1A/112 
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Cur Grand combination oiler
Weekly Kentucky New Era
for One Year and
$1 WORTH OF SEEDS




To every one sending in the above amount for a yea subscription to our paper (our regular price), we will




IS FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY!
20 loll Size Packets of Vegetable or flower Seeds
of your own selection. The seeds are put up in handsome litho-
graphed bags, packed by an old reliable seed house, and are guaran-
teed to be of the finest quality.
CHECK AND





 taparagurs Con. colossal
Columbian White






  Long Smooth Blood
Rend. gall Long
 Msiegel, White Sugar
Golden Tankard
Long Ifed Mammoth


















 Celery, White Plume
Golden Self Blanching
  • Pink Plume
Giant Pascal
 Collards, True Georgia
Blue Stem








 EWE Mont, Improved Purple
Endive. Green Curled
d
 Kale, Smooth or Spring
Green Scotch
Siberian or Winter














  E em
Green Citron
Cosmopolitan
 Water Melon, Dark Icing











 Mustard. Black or Brown
White
  " Southern Curled
Okra,' White Velvet






 Parsle). Double Curled
Parsnip. Hollow Crown
 Pepper. Ruby King
Bull Nose
Long Red Cayenne





































P. T. Strap Leaf






 Huta Bags, Sitirvings
Improved American P. T.
Laings Improved
FLOWER SEEDS.





 Balsam, Double Mixed
Camelia Flowered Mixed
 Camilla (Tassel Flower)
Caiewituie (Pot Marigold)
 Cailloposis, Best Mixed
eandyttart. all colors mixed




 Clarkin. Red and White mixed
Columbine (Aquilegia) '




 Gills. Mixed coking
Goiletin (Satin Flower)
 Lantana, Fine mixed
Love in a Mist (Nigella)
 Lupin's. Mixed annuals
Marigold, Double mixed
 Mignonette, Large flowering
Morning Glory: Tall mixed
Imperial Japanese




 Petunia. Finest mixed
Phlox Drummond!. nixed
 Pluksi, China Pinks mixed
Japanese Pinks Mixed
 Poppy. Double mixed
Fortulaca, Single mixed
 Rhino,. (Castor Beans)
Rocket. All colors mixed
 Sunflower. Cal. Mammoth
Sweet 'Pens. Pure White
Eckford's Finest Mixed
 Sweet Sultan, Mixed
Sweet William, mixed.
 Virginia Stock. Mixed colors
Wallflower, Sweet scented
 7innins, Double mixed




Check the varieties wanted in the columns above and forward to us after filling in
You can select the 20 packets any way you choose, for Instance, you may have 20
packets of 1 variety. or 6 each of 4 varieties. or 1 each of 20 varieties, any way so long
as you get 20: and be sum to write your name and address very plainly.
Dear Sir: Enciosed find ; for which please enter my sub-
scription to your paper for o7:e year from date, and send me by mail
prepaid, the assortment of Garden Seeds checked above.
POSTOFFICE 




All the Best Varieties
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Calm age
Los Aligeles, Cal.. Feb. 3.—In this
sermou on the sudden rise of Jehu to
14wer the preacher shows us that God
sometimes uses strange instruments to
ageomplish his purposes and that un-
eXpected tanporal succes is often the
cduse of a Alan's destrneiiou. The tc2.:t
is; II Kings ix. 20, "For he drivetia
f tiriously,." - .
The world•always makes way for its
i
Instense men, whose hearts are pump-
litg arterial blood filled With red • cor-
;)fiseles. Robert Hall. Richard Baxi.or,
..IxOnglas Jerrold, Edward Payson, Rob-
ust McCheyue, Sohn Keats, and Alex-
ander If. Stephens as valetudinarians
!
mpy; have won immortal fame, - but
i Ley started the battle of life with an
ai-ful handicap. The world pities the
14liates of Its hospitals. But pity is
not the armor bearer standing by the
etiariots of war and waiting to run to
'Hie bidding of its military heroes. The
nite.r the fist, the broader the lungs;
the deeper the voice and the more
thishing the eye of the king, the more
inpfined are his subjects to kneel down
and worship him. When the lion tamer
etiters the cage of the wild beasts
hi 's eye must never quiver nor his hand
widch holds the lash tremble even for
ati instant or the powerful beasts will
be leaping at his throat. The world
Das but little use for weaklings. It
admires chiefly the mai who can lead
all his contemporaries fa the athletic
arena and strike the hardest blows in
Hie battlefield and who is ready to face
eatery emeagency and couqner or die.
. Such a, man was the hero of my text.
'cchat be attempted to do he did' with
his whole body, mind and soul. Jehu's
sprit Was like a floOdgate. When he
attempted to do anything he opened
his floodgate and let all the waters
ef; his energies rush forth in one ter-
rific onward effort. When he played
he:played with his whole heart. Whet,
he worked he worked in the same way.
This life of .Tehu reminds me a great
deal in its intensity of the great Eng-
lish diplomat. Sir Charles Ewan-Smith.
Se4:ne years ago . be represented, his
queen at the capital of Fe2, in the em-
pi4e of Morocco. Wh9e there a great'
Worish uprising against the Chris-
tians took place. -A movement' like thei
Beteers' uprising in China wee about to
he enacted upon the African shores.
T14 sultan hastily sent his messengers
to the English embassy. saying: "Come
quickly! Come to My palace, or I can-
'tIto protect you! Then In the morning
I 'ill send my troops to escort you
Ek your family to the coast." Sir
Chltries calmly replied: "I do not in-
teltd to leave: neither do I intend to
come to your palace for protection.
'Ti; true, I may be killed, and my wife
and children may be killed, but you
go Tback and tell your sultan that if I
am killed within one month there will
be another British minister in the cap-
ital of Fez, and he will be aceompanieca'
by a British army, and when that Brit-
bah army comes there will be no Moor-
ish sultan in Fez." The sultan realiz-
ed he was dealing with a giant. At the
royal command the Mohammedan up-
rising against the Christians in Moroc-
co instantly ceased. What Sir Charles
Ewan-Smith did in Morocco, Jehu, the
'mghty aoldiea did in Samaria. When
God selected him as king to succeed
the infamous Joram. who was the son
of the infa,itions Ahab, he immediately
entered his chariot. He gathered his
army. He swept on to battle. He
claimed the throne, scattering all oppo-
sition before him even as the winds
scatter the chaff from off the thrashing
floors of the east. -
Jehu's Energy.
Ah. yes, Jehu was a man of intense
.energy. When he attempted to do any-
thing, he was like an exploding car-
tridge burning up every grain of pow-
der which it had stored behind the
ball. Thus today the figure of my
text is .fehu lashing his horses into
foam. On comes the future king to-
ward the royal palace of Jezreel. As
be nestles on the watchman in. the
royal tower carefully scans the ap-
proaching cavalcade. He says to the
anxious king beside him, who is soon
to be murdered, "The driving is like
the driving of Jehu, for he driveth fu-
riously." So the king assembled his
army and went forth to meet Jehu.
And Joram was slain near to the vine-
yard of Naboth, which his father had
stolen by conniving at the murder of '
its late owner. Such is the story of
the advent of Jettu to Israel's throne,
from whose life we are going to learn
our sermonic lessons of this Lord's
day. .
This biographical sketch, in the first
place, teaches us that sometimes God
uses a very bad man to work out his
purposes. He sometimes says to his
Jehus: "You, 0 selfish and sinful men.
are to be the agencies by which I will
execute my warnings. You are to car-
ry my chalices even though your hands
are sinful. You are to unsheathe my
avenging sword even though you have
evil hearts. You are to run my er-
rands even though you are answering
the calls of greed and crime." Thus
all doers of good are. not necessarily
disciples or (1(xl's chikiren. Though
we today find .fehtt toppling over the
throne of an infamous, king, yet Jehu
himself wag just as .heartless, as mer-
ciless end as nue+ of a criminal as
Ahab or Jezebel. who slew Naboth In
order that they tu!ght annex his vine-
yards to the royal domain.
e sinful life of :Min as a julfilier
:lijah's- prophecies *finds its dupli-
in the lives of many sinful men
zu God at times has used for cer-
tain, purposes. Study, for Instance, the
life of Thomas Paine. Most of the
present generation never think 01'
Thomas Paine except as a blaspher
and an enemy of Jesus. When we !nen-
tion his name there rises before us hi
book, "The -Age of Reason,': which hr •
done as much damage as any boo':
ever penned by man. if not morc.
When Mr. Paine went •t0 fa:ear!
Benjamin Franklin nod placed lb •
manuacript of his book in his hatet
for hint to criticise before it wee: pub-
lished, Mr. Franklin read the r -
script and. then wrote to Thomas PAL..
the. following letter:
. Franklin to Paine. '
Der Sir--I will not enter into -ar:• d!1.-.-
cussion et your principles, though you
seem to desire it. At present I shall On1_,
give my opihiort that, ,though your renso -
ings are subtle and may prevail wilh
some readers, yet you will not sucec,0
as to change the general sentiments or
mankind ,upon Oily subject. and the cOn-
sequence of printing this piece will be a
great deliIof odium drawn upon yourse:f.
mischief' to you and no benefit to ot
I would advise you, thereto*, not to at-
tempt to unchain the tiger, rbut to born
this piece before it is seen *37. any nth. r
person. If men are so wielted with re-
ligion._ what would they be without it?
He 'that .spits again t the wind spits in
his own face. - B. FRANKLIN.
Reasonable and powerful. letter that.
But Paine would not heed .the warning.
He sent forth his "Age of :Reason" on
its mission of spiritual and moral and
physical destruction. That book !brought
down a hurricane of odium upon Thom-
as Paine. We hardly ever think of
him except as the infidel, the blas-
phemer and the enemy of society. But
amid your excoriations of this book do
you recall the fact that Paine the in-
fidel was also paine. one of the great
leaders and most powerful factors in
the struggle for Anterican liberty? In
the darkest days which preceded the
preparatioa of the beciaration of In-
dependence his pen was busy. He
published a book at that time called
-"Common Sense." It was a plea for
forge out of the blasphemous pen of a
scoffing infidel 4 golden wand to guide
the American people into Independence
ball of old Philadelphia?
Arnold as a Fighter.
Study the life of Benedict Arnold.
We deride and excoriate that name.
We say: "Arnold? Oh, yes. there is
one Arnold's name which we all hate,
and that is the name of Arnold the
traitor." But Benedict Arnold did not
attempt to betray ,West Point until
1779, or until the Revolutionaty war
was half over. Daring all the prelim-
inary struggle and during the three
years of carnage his was a name to
conjure with, and no man ,was braver,
no man truer, to the 'American flag
than he. We find the seine apparent
Incongruity in the character Cath-
erine the Great of Russia, whom his-
tory regards as one of the greatest
and wisest rulers Russia ever had, al-
though her own heart was a selfish
heart of stone and her evil domestic
life the symbol of all that is base and
Impure.
Study the life of Napoleon Bona-
parte. Who will say that even his
cruel, selfish life was not used .by God
as a means of ultimate good? Mute.
de Steel denounced his inhumanities in
these words: "Far from gaining assur-
ance in meeting Bonaparte oftener, he
Intimidated ate daily more and more.
I confusedly felt that no etriotion of
the heart could possibly take effect mo-
on him. He looks upon a- human being
as a fact or as.1a thing, but not as a
fellow creature. He does not hate any
mora than he hives. There is nothing
for him but himself. All other beings
are so many ciphers. The force of his
will lies in the Imperturbable calcula-
tion: of his selfishness." And yet this
,man. time Characterized by the far-
sighted V'renchwoman, this selfish
monster, this human Frankenstein, who
'conquered and betrayed millions or
homes with no more compunction than
a cook would break a few eggs to
make an omelet for breakfast, was the
man who stopped the horrors of the
French revolution and demolished the
goat when success comes to a great..
atrong life it generally comes sudden-
ly. It is not a gradual coming. It is a
sudden change. A man wins fam'e, as
a rule, iuddenly. A man goes td work
LS a Yortit. He works and labors year
In and year out, for the most part in
comparative obscurity. Then, after lie
has gathered all the materiai and dug
the foundations for the temple of fame.
it seems as though that temple comes
together and takes form in the twin-
Laing of an eye. opportunity knocks at
the men's door, crying: "Wake up! -I
am here! Follow me at once!" The
man leap; from his couch and follows
Opportunity. and, lo, in an hour his
success is won! Such was the meteoric
career of our Jehu.
Let us hunt up this Jehu a few this's
before he steps into his chariot to ride
to the royal palaces in Jezreel. He
was at Ramoth-gilead tightiug the
Syrians. Ramoth-gilead was a frontier
town, sometimes belonging to Israel
and sometimes belonging to Syria. At
this time It belonged. to Israel, but the
king of Syria was trying to regain it.
Joram, king of Israel. had been light-
ing and had been wounded, so he re-
tired to Jezreel 411 his wounds healed,
leaving Jeliti and other officers in
charge. When we enter the officers'
quarters we se..' it council of war.
Here are all the generals or chief offi-
cers in, earnest eouversatiou. In .the
midst of them is it strong, powerful
face with set jaws and a physique of
iron. "Who is that man?" I ask one
of the soldiers. "That is Captain
Jehu." "Why, I never heard of him
before. Who is he? What great bat-
tles has he fought and won.? Is he a
Goliath or a David?" "Weil," says the
soldier by my. side, -he might be if he
had the chance. but be never held any-
thing but a sithordinate position. He
has been doing barrack duty for a
long time. He is. one of those men
whose names are not known by the
world outside of their own company."
Just then some one knocks 'at the door.
Then this powerful soldier, jehu, calls,
"Come in." In walks a young prophet.
"Is (7aptain Jehu here?" he asks. -"I
national independence. It was written 
would like to see him ,alone a mordent."
'No sooner are the twain alone than the
In simple language and m:as read every-
prophet lifts his hand and begins to"
where. Dare any man. facing the his-
pour the anointing oil upon the sol-
dier 
facts, declare that God did not
's head as he says; "Captain Jehu,
thus saith the Lord God of Israel. I.
have anointed thee king over the peo-
ple of the Lord, even over Israel." In
an instant Jehn's opportunity was giv-
:en him. Thus it is with most strong
men. They must labor In obscurity for
years. They must do barrack duty in
Ramoth-gilead. They must pave their
way for success by. the hardest, the
bitterest, the most grinding, work, and
then when the opportunity Comes they
must grasp it at the Instant, else it will
be gone from 'them forever.
A Ruthless Ruler.
But as we bear the onrushing wheels
of this war Chariot there is another
lesson we learn from this furious driv-
er.' At every plunge of his horses I
see the driver's face become more stern
and set. As I climb into that chariot
and stand beside him I hear Jehu mut-
ter: "Yes, I will grasp that, throne. I
will get it at once. But it will be nec-
essary to make' it secure. I will 'kill
the king and his mother. -Theu I must
kill all the princes of the royal blood.
Then I will kill all the leading men of
this eountry who were friends of, the
late king. Yes; I will kill them all!
All who might be it menace to my
throne I will slay." "But," one may
ask. "Jehu, is that right? Does God
want thee to do thus?" With that the
dashing eyed charioteer turns' upou -us
a look of scorn as he answers: "God?
Who Is God? God may place me upon
the throne, but it will be my right urn]
and sword that will keep me there.
Any man who may Menace my author-
ity must die. I nut king!"
Now, what do I learn from .the mer-
ders and crimes of this ancient Jehu,
who would slay (nen and women and
children if thereby he thought he could
hold his crown with more ease? Why,
simply this—the higher. a man goes in
life the greater temptations he has t
bear. Unless we take Christ with tv
In our temporal prosperities we shall
surely fail spiritually. As far as I can
tunk4 out, Jelin was a square, true man
until he was anointed king of Israel,
but no sooner did prosperity come to
him than he was swept by temptation
guillotine with ene stroke of his sword, off his feet. 0 man, you who are now
Dare we state, that God does not at doing barrack duty in Ramoth-gilead
times use even the sins of his Jehus beware if you attempt to go to the
for a good purpose? royal palaces of Jezreel without Christ!
In your life and mine we may be do- Beware when you begin . to win Snell-
ing good in a way. We may be helping chil and temporal auecess! If you do
some men. We may be giving employ-
ment. to the poor. We may be kind to
some people. But a good deed here
and thpre does not make us children of
God. Jehu was able to avenge the
death of Naboth. In the rumbling of
his chariot wheels we can see the tall,
gaunt form of Elijah the Tishbite
bending over a bleeding ;.corpse and
pointing his condemning finger at the
cringing and cowering king and queen
while he says, "Thus eaith the Lord,
In the place where dogs licked the
blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy
blood—even thine." And of Jezebel
also spake the Lord, saying, "The dogs
shall eat Jezebel by the wall of Jez-
reel." But because Jehu was com-
missioned to fulfill Elijah's prophecy
that did not make Jehu a child of
God. Do not deceive yourselves. Not
an God's instruments are hie children.
Wicked men, to serve their own in-
terests,. may do things which fulfill
God's. purposes, but he does not re-
ward them by making them his chil-
dren. Let no man think that he is
necessarily a child of God because he
has (tone him service. Jehu executed
vengeance on Ahab, but he'was a mur-
derer.
• A Bad Man's Usefulness.
We can find helpful lessons from a
bad man's life as well as from the life
of a good man. Thus today, as we see
the revolving wheels of Jehu's chariot-
rushing on toward Jezreel, we learn
not cling close to Jesus, your spiritual
fall will be as complete as was that of
Jelin . -
Going' Downhill.
Oh, the awful temptations of sm.-
ces.0! Who in his own strength can
withstand them? • Not one, not one,
An old proverb tells Us that "many
man going up the hill of prosperhy
meets • his soul coming down." Mr
Spurgeon teaches this truth by the oo-
posite symbol: "Many horses fall a'
the bott3111 of the hill because the driv
er thinks the danger is past and ti.••
need of holding the rains with flan
grip le•-••-s pre:As:tee . So it is often wit'a
us when we are not specially tempteo
to oveet sin." That simile in plain
English means: Many a man when go
lug through tha financial struggles o;
obscurity, many a man doing the daily
tasks of ordinary. work, may • be out-
wardly honest and true. But give
Jelin a throne----what then? Let him
move his chariot and drive from
Ramoth-gilead to Jezreel. then • that
man, intoxicated by fame or succes3.
throws all his integrity and purity and
justice to the four 'winds. 0 ye men
who are moving out of your cottwfe,
Into your mansions! 0 ye merchants
who are now coining your gold! 0
ye women who are pushing into the
front ranks of social success! Read this'
tragedy of Jehu! Read about the
breionte «-;!• became a tem-
poral katg. 'out a spa•!tual paupe:•.
There. is still one more lesson which
we should learn from this swift chari-
oteer. When God called Jehu to the
Israelitish throne, God anointed him
kin; of Israel by the hand of a hum-
ble man. He did not call Jehu to be
the king of the Hebrew people, as Saul
on the Damascus road was summoned
to the apostleship by a -divine voice
from the clouds. Jelm never talked
with God face to face, as Moses talked
with him. Jehu was called to his great-
est opportunity of life by the anoint-
ing hand of a common man. Thus God
has vaned us in the past to our high-
est thrones of spiritual life by the
anointing hand of a mother, a father, a
humble village miuister, a wife or ,a
child.
My s brother, are you willing to let
the anointing hand of a dear Christian
loved one of the past lead you today
to your spiritual throne,. as Jehu was
raised to Israel's throne by the touch
of a prophet's hand? Some time ago
I read a beautiful story of a young
college had who spent a summer in one
of the little fishing villages of Massa-
chusetts. 'While thete he became very
fond of a little girl baby only a few
months old. He said to the mother,
laughing. one day, -Will you give that
baby to me for my wife if I wait for
her to grop- up?" The Mother laugh-
ingly replied, "Yes, • if you will wait."
Time passed on. , Summer after sum-
mer the young man went back to that
little town. There, year after year, he
played with the little girl until in time
she grew up into a young woman, and
then be married her.' A pretty story
in the sequel. Yes, but it ought not to
be any more beautiful in its sequel
than the biography of your own life.
When you were a little child your
Christian mother and father gave you
to Christ. All these years he has wait-
ed for you. You were anointed by
them for the divine uuptlals. Christ
today as the Divide King is standing
by your side ready to lead you to a
throne far greater than any human
throne. Oh, my brother, my sister, as
Jehu was anointed for kingship by the
human hand, so you have been anointed
for yone divine throne by the hands of
your Christian loved ones of the past.
Will you today put your hand in
Christ's hand, as the bride puts her
hand into the hand of the bridegroom
at the wedding altar?




Country business written at it,WCp
rates. Both phones. Office upstait
In Hopper bldg., ()pp. court house.
Dr. R. L. Bradley,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col
loge, Toronto, Canada.
Specialist, in Surgery, Foot ano
Leg Lameness and Dentistry. Ow.
tration or Stallions; firing by a nem
process. Very special surgical oper-
ations for the cure of Spavins ami
Stringhalt. Neurotomy for the curt
of lameness in Navicular diseases.
Office at Gray & Gates livery stable.
East Ninth street, near L. St N. de-
pot. Telephone 145.




Notary Public and Fire
Insurance Agent
For the:Old 'Reliable North Rivet
Fire ',Insurance Company, of Nem
York. Absolutely clean and up-to-
date company at lowest rates. Alto
land deeds and mortgages writte;
and acknowledgments taken accord-
ing to law and special attention pai0
to cases in bankruptcy. Office 201
S. Main St., in Yonts block.
• DR. J, E. STONE,
Physician CD, Surgeon
Office over the Anderson &Fowler
Drug!). Co. PHONES—Cu nib, office,
273, residence 813.
DR. J. L. TOPMILLER
Veterinary Physician
and Surgeon.
Office at Cooper's Stab.e -
Undertaiter.
' With:Renshaw,&_Everett.
Prompt service day or night. Phones
Cumb., 164; Home, 1605.
Send model, sketch or pi,oto ot in runic a for




HE HAS THE BEV r
STALLION AND JACKS
Parties:Wishing to Purchase Good Jacks should see
R. 77\7=ST
The season of the year when peo-
ple want, to buy real estate is at hand
now and we invite those who want
to buy or sell to consult this cOlumn.
We have excellent facilities for
conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property put into our
hands free of charge, and will fur
nish prospective customers convey-
ance to look atproperty without cost
to them. Come to see us if you want
to sell, it cost you nothing if you
fail.
Good farm - of -.155 acres, located,
near Howell, Ky The farm is well
fenced, has house of 3 rowns, good
tenement house of 3 roome, two large
new tobacco barns, one good stock I
barn, new smoke house and other ,
-aitbuildings and about 20 acres good
thnber. Will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms. !
Mill property with 8 or 10 acres of,
land, 3 dwellings, .one store house
with good trade established, black-)
smith shop and postoffice with daily
mail. The mill is in a fine -agricul-I
tural section with a good local cus-
torn. Capacity of 50 barrels of flour
per day. Thoroughly equipped
short system roller mill. About 4
mill within four miles. Will sell at
a bargain. Good reason for selling.
A fine farm of '200 acres of land
within three miles of Hopkinsville
on a good turnpike. Has a new cot-
tage house of five rooms, tobacco
barn, stable, cabin and all necessary
outhouses. Will sell 140 or 150 acres
if desired. Very desirable property
in good neighborhodd. •
Fifty acres ()flan& with 3,000 fruit
trees On it, ;dwelling and barn.
About3 milcs from town. Will be
sold cheap..
One of tm-3 most desirable residen-
ces on-S. Virginia street, corner lot
• feet front by 268 feet deep. House
ith beautiful shade and fruit trees,
good cistern, stable and all necessary
outbuildings. All in excellent re-
'pair. P4ice and terms reasonableil
60 acre§ of fine land 14 miles from
Hopkinsville on Canton, pike, good
spring and barn, fenced and has 20
acres 
 
oftimb r. Very desh able
property.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles
from Bennetastown, Ky. Good
house 3 rooms, tenant -house, good
-well, large tobacco 6 am, good frame
stable 28x30 feet, 40 acres in fine tim-
ber, good level land and a desirable
farm convenient to schools and
churches and on good road.
112 acres of land 3 miles from Hop-
kinsville. Ky. On the Cox Mill
road. This land is allood Red Clay
subsoil, and lies well and is in good
condition, fronts about 4 mile on
good pike, make a No. 1, small farm
for any purpose. • • •
Fine farm of 485 acres at Herndon,
Ky.-, 370 acres cleared, 115 acres tim-
ber. This farm is fine land with
good improvements and well fenced
and in good heart- and will be sold at
bargain as a -whole or divided into
several tracts.
,lst tract 268 acres, 2011 cleared has a
good dwelling 6 rooms, 3 halls,
porches, fine neW stable, cost, $700,
new barn, 3 cabins, 'ow house 'and
machine shed, poultry house, simoke
house and coal house. Never fail-
ing spring and ciiderns...
2nd tract, 70 acres tilVelhared with
good e fruit house and good tobac-
co. 
3rd tract, 46 acres of timber ki . of
mile from Herndon: -
Nice new cottage on South. Virgin-
ia street. Has six rooms and bath
room, good cistern and stable. Lot
fronts 86 feet and runs back 192 feet
to a 16 foot alley. This place will be
sold, on reasonable terms.
The S. T. Fox farm of 512 acres, I
situated on the Mill road
about seven miles southm.. op-
kinsville, lagge two stary dwelling
and all necessary farm buildings,
good fence, orchard and pa.arty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and located in one of the best
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
land, on good public road, in one of
the best neighborhoods in South
Christian, convenient.- to postoffice
schools and churches, in a high state
of cultivation, good dwelling '2 rooms
and hall, one large tobacco barn,
good stables and cow house, buggy
house, 2 new cabins, smoke house
hen house, new wire fence, nice
young orchard: grapes, rasp-berries
and strawberries, plenty of water.
very desirable, will be sold cheap
and on easy terms.
400 acres of desirable farming land
in Montgomery county, Tenn. heav-
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell.
Ky., price $7.00 per acre.
Valua,ble store room on Main
street. One of the best business lo-
cations in the city.
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in a
mile of mill, postoffice and church.
Splendid house of ten rooms, large
stable, 7 cabins for hands, 3 large
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
good orchard. Farm in good con-
dition and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.
Good farm of 80 acres on river
miles from Hopkinsville with good
8-room house, good tobacco barn.
Will be sold at a bargain if you crane
soon. Good for corn, wheat, tobacco
and grass.
100ncres fine thnbar land, will out
300,000 a of white oak, red oak,hick-
ory and poplar. Tract has on it one
of the greatest natural curiosities in
the state, Pilot Rook, under which is
a fine quarry of lithographic stone,
several mineral springs. Pilot Rock
rises sheer 300 feet with an acre of t
grove on lot. Would make a delight-
ful Summer resort. lOr acres farm
adjoining the above, Ihnestohet land
with good dwelling, 2 barns, stables,
Orchard, good water in yard. This
property will be :sold, at a bargain
either separately or Bala whole. •
A farm of 85% acres in a good
neighborhood in Christian county,
near a pike, !good lane, house of 5
rooms, barn, stable and outhouse, a
good orchard, ltR‘ acres timber.Will
be sold at a bargain or exchanged
for town property.
A fine farm of 400 acres within one
mile of Pembroke on pike, 95 acres
of fine timber. This farm is well'
fenced with hedge and wire and di-
vided into live shifts, on each of
which- is plenty of never failing -at
er. This i% one of the finest farms in
the best farming sections of Kentuc-
ky, well adapted to corn, wheat, to
ham) and all kinds of grasses.
There is no better stock farm in the
country, improvements first class
and in perfect repair, fine 2-story
frame dwelling with 9 rooms, veran-
da in front and porches ifl rear, four
frame tenant houses, two large new
tobacco 'barns, two graineries with
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat,
I prge gables, cow houses, tool
houses, carriage and ice house, two
large cisterns, in fact an ideal farm
with a beautiful lawn of four acres
in front of house. One of the most
desirable farms in the state, in one
of the best neighborhoods, conven-
ient to school, churches and good
market. The land in first class con-
dition. Will ne sold on easy terms
to suit purchaser.
Farm n of 2483.4 acres 6 mi
,
les east of
Hopkinsville on the Edwards Mill
road, well improved with house 1%
stories, 6 rooms, &halls, pantry and
3 porches, 4 tenant houses, 2 stables. '
and 1 tobacco barn, good orchard of
3 or (acres, 25 acres of timber, farm
is well matured and land is in good
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the gift of the Son of God for salva-
tion of sinners., In his remarks the
evangelist took up the crueade which
is now being waged against' patent
medicines and in a humorous man-
ner ridiculed a number of the most
Miss Hazel Everett and Scott Han- prominent of these preparationr.
cock of this city, accompanied by When he got down to his sermon he
Miss Helen Hancock and Tom delivered a strong and touching plea
Everett of Fairview. went to Pem-
Evelyn Nesbit On The Stand And She broke this morning where they had 
for sinners to accept the remedy of-
their plans made to get marriedGives Sensational Testimony.
this afternoon.. was not an eiop-
NEW YORK, Feb. 7.— Evitlyn ment the young people prefering
Nesbit Thaw was put on the stand• this to the details of a home wedding
proven with Douglas Bell, Master
the auditorium of the church. The!Commissioner of the Christian Cir- 
Was Thrown Out of Court Today at
theme was sin and remedy, being cult Court, on or before the first day
and the acquiring of new properties. Witness my hand Et8 Clerk of the 
Cadiz.
John W. McCarroll, by request 
based on on the lifting up of the ser- f March. 190".be devoted to caring for this increase
will preach at Cross Roads Christian' 
p nt in the wilderness by Moses and
Tne board will meet at the office church the third Sunday in this
month at 11 o'clock it. in.
Everett—Hancock
(From Thursday's Daily)
of the compan:* in Nashville tomor-
row for the purpose of organization
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s Only! Last Chance
To Secure a Tailor-Made Coat Suit
Mk.
Ponette and Pony Coat Style, Strictly Tailor Made
At LESS Than HALF PRICE
IN ORDER TO CLEAN UP THE BALANCE OF 28 WINTER SUITS,
$12.50 and $15 SUITS at $5.95
20.00 and $25 SUITS at $9.9
$16 and $18.50 SUITS at $7.95
$27.50 and $30 SUITS at $12.95
All Furs and Cloaks Half-Price. Children's Cloaks Half Pricc
Shirt Waist Suits
One lot ladies brown mohair shirt$ • 5
waist suits, former prices 7.56, $10
and $12f0, Your Choice
Silk Petticoats $Your choice of any sil z petticoat, •
plaid or plain colors, former price
$5, $-) 7:) and $6.50, at .
Sale of Remnants
FRID '-Y AND SAT URT/AY
R.E,S=1 r s
Woolen Dress Goods Less than Half Price
IMPORTANT MEEPNG
HELD HERE BY DIRECTORS OF
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE CO.
\ vhy 8he could not marry-him.
According to her statement she
was only sixteen year of age when,
her mother first sent her to White's
aparttnents. SO . told . the
meeting at Martins ettfe and of her .
'right- in seeing Whitt- and of the •,
killing on the roof garden •after- :
wards.- She gave her experience ; • ,
with White in the mirrored bed- 11
' room. and ilahned that White had !
i drugged ht 4. She claimed that Thaw
Inc. W. Barr, Louisville, Elected Dir- ; ;canted d 
Three Persons Were Converted.—
to marry her. espite all she !
e ad told him. • Scores Elks And Takes New
Era to Task.
DELIVERED BY REV.HOLCOMB ON
SIN AND THE HEMEDY.
ector—Increase of $10,000,000 in
Capital Stock is Authorized MACEDONIA MATTERS.
The coldest wave of the season
reached Macedonia on the eth inst.
President James E. Caldwell %,nd
" secretery .1. W. Hunter, of .Nash.-- Mrs. Ellen 
Ashby died Sunday
vile. icai director At G. Sharpet of morning at her home near 
Horn
Atlanta, representing $15,000,000 ,of Ky. Consumption Witg the cause of
the W.000,000 of capital stock of the her death. She v • a 
hueband
Cumberland Telephone and Tele- and several children to mourn her
graph company Met at the home of- lois. The bereaved ones have our
lice of that company in this city to- sympathy.
tiay as aoquortnn of the directors of James Barkley, of Cheeton, died
the company. The old board :of di- Sunday at his home of pneurponia.
sectors was re-elected with one ex- Funeral services Were conducted
eaption, this being N. Baxter, Jr.' o Tuesday evening at Cross Roads
Nashville, who Was succeeded by Christian church by Eltler John W.
, (From Thursday's. Daily /-
10 his remarks ereceding the ser-
mon last night; at the Meth9dist
church, Rev. Walt Holcomb took'
crack at things in general and at the
Elks lodge in partieulisr and inci-
dentally at the New Era. He con-
demned the Elks a.: **being a liquor
organization" and stated that he had
never seen an Elk converted ; that if
an Elk was a Christian that he had
been converted. before' joining that
lodge. In regard. to Vie New Era,
41111M1f.=1110
in the after serviee which was held,
three young men were converted
and a number of others exhibited





Elder D. II. Turner tilled his ap-
pointment Sunday, a good emigre-
gatioa be present.
The Sunday School of the Method-
ist church is fiourshing,and wehope
I its growth will continue.
Mrs.R. J. Elliott spent several
days in Hopkinsville visiting her
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Turner :iave re-
turned from a few days' stay in
Cadiz
Mrs. Ficken, of Hopkinsville, has
heel' the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Tur-
er. Also Mrs. Custis Moorefield, of
Cadiz.
Miss Claudia Shoulders of Gracey
is the guest of Mee. Eddie Na,bb.
Misses Lora and Lucile Goodwin
left Sunday night to enter the CorY-
don school.




Rev. Mr. Holcomb referred to the matism.
,, •
John W. Barr, of Louisville, pnesl- McCarron. Mr. Berkley was un- th • accounts whichwere lgivn
.Lent of the Fidelity Trust company. married awl left to :iii brother,
The vaeancy caused by the death of t;ordy,11300 in cash.
ees,orge R. Knee was fitted by the .
; 3f,re. Mary Berkley. the mother ofelection of W. R. Iltansford, ii; retir-
ad; asterchant of Nashville; . James and 
Conly Berkley, is very
low with pneumonia. Her recoveryThe reports read at this trieeting
5,11,.r- the affairs of the company/to is doubtful.
be in a most prosperous c41itipn, Luelibit P. Pool and Itiiss Pearl
the record for the last year .44 by Scott were merriest' Sunday evening,
r the best in tne history- of, the G. W. Davis officiating.
company.. In order to care for the
John Cook and Miss Lou Robinson
continued and rapid increase in the
w
tompany's businese. the directors 
ere united in the bonds of holy
authorized an increase of from
wedlock Tuesday'. Elder J. M. Tay-$20,-
000.000 to $30,000,000 in filo tt,t otal. lot was the officiating clergyman.
stock of the eampany, the proceeds Mr. Willis McCain. is suffering
Item the sale of this extra stock to from an attack of pneumonia. •
the meeting _each day during last
week and then called attention to a
sherter notice which appeared Tues-
day and the lack of a write-up on
Wednesday. • In closing his remarks
regarding the New Era he seemed
to have the Idea that the paper had
been arraigned against bine for he
%aid: -If that paper does turn
against me— ", leaving lime au-
dience ie draw what inference they
would from the remark.
The sermon of last nightwas heard
by a congregation which nearly filled
today in the trial of her hueband, The prospective.bride antigrootn cite
-
Harry K. Thaw for the -killing of r not divulge theit plans before leiev-
Stanford White, ani she told of her 'in 'Fl my city. "e wile return toni ht
relations with White fromthe ,.tini. , and will take board with the brie'
she:/irst' 'Met hine, ititeteein delislmeents Mr. Mid-Mrs. W. H. Ev9rett
all she told Harry I A* -a-i:i a reasin rozi West Seventh street. I,
fered by the death of Christ upon
the cross, and, not questioning in
any manner, to take it and be saved,1
Rev. Mr. Holcomb possesses in ail
marked degree a personal magnet-1
ism which •conimands and hold. •
one's-aeteittion. Last night his sef-,
mon produced a deep irpprt salon up'
on his hearers and several testifie
to their interest in salvation by ask-
ing for the prayers of the church
Ladies Waists $Any ladies Woolen, Mohair or Bat-iste wai=t on the table, worth V.50
to 3 50, Choice tor
Remnant Sale
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
1000 Yards Remnants Wool Dress Goods
HALF PRICE 11-2 to 4 yard lengths•
HAVE LOST AGAIN PERSONAL NOTES.
allni•••
(From Thursday's Daily)
John Bennett. of Louisville. is in
the city.WHISKEY MEN ARE BARRED FROM
Editor John Lawrence, 0-1. the'TRIGG COLIN -FY.
Cadiz Record, is in the city..
Mrs. Hubert Ficken, of Hopkins-
vine, is here visiting the family of
her mother, Mrs. Lucy Atwood .
Forest Jagoe of Hopkiesville, is
here visiting a few days with his
mother, Mrs. M. H. Jagoe Tom
VanCieve went to Hopkinscille
Tuesday to attend the bedside of his
mother, who is quite siek.—Cadiz
Record.
Mite Nell Cason has returned from
Nashville where she underwent an
operation for appendicitis. Her con-
dition is much improved.
Cannot Get An Election for Three
Years.—Will Fight It Out in
Court of Appeals
held that the whiskey people lost YOUTH is PARDONED
their opportunity by permitting the
vote to be taken in the Cadiz .pre- When the case of the common-
Mott has been confined cincts last fall, when the question Wealth against Ernest Cash was
e past week with rheu-
"1 I
Dialdurn dd is here spending a
few days. He is just from a trip
around the world. .
Notice.
Christian Circuit Court.
L. Yonts, Admr. of Por-
ter Luck, deceased, &c. t
vs.
Mary Luck, widow of 
DefendantsPorter Luck, etc.,
All persons having claims against
the estate of Porter Luck, deceased,
are notified to file same properly
Judge Thomas P. Cook, of the
circuit court bench, has upheld the
action qf Judge Bingham. in Trigg
county, in refusing to call an elec-
tion in Cadiz for the purpose of tak-
ing the sense of the voters as to
whether or not the sale of whiskey
should be licensed. Judge Bingham
was voted upon thoughout the
county, and resulted "dry,"and that
for that reason another election can-
not be held there until the three
years have expired, regardless of
whether the County Unit Law is
declared constitutional or not.
The whiskey people asked Judge
Cook to grant a mandamus compel-
ling Judge Bingham to order the
election asked for. The case will be
carried to the court of appeals.
KELLY CASE
Christian Circuit Court, this the 1st
day of February 1907.
C. R. CLARK, Clerk
t eod Christian Circuit Court.
Christian Circuit Court.
A. S. White, Adm'r. of P't,fs.IW. S. Goodwin, deceased ) 
vs
Mabel Goodwin and others) Def'ts.
, 
All persons having claims against
he F t te f Willi S
deceased will file same properly pro- ,
ven with Douglas Bell Master Com-
missioner of the Christian Circuit ; • • Otga? Recital.
Cowes:in or-before March 1,41907. Ticket's for the orAtti recital at
Witness ay hand as Clerleof the Grace church. Mende:. night :are On
Christian Cirquit Court thi$ the 2nd sale at L. L. Elgin's and Anderson
day. Of Febrnary 1907. 6 & Fowler's drug store. Price, 35
deod3t C. R. CLARK, Clerk. cents.
•
CADIZ, Ky., Feb. 7.—[Special.J--
Judge T.; ...Das P. Cook today threw
out of court the case against former
Master Commissioner John Kelly,
he being charged With misappropri-
ation of trust funds while holding
that office. He had been indicted
by the grand jury and suit had been
brought to recover the amount al-
leged to have been misappropriated.
The action of the court was greeted
by a great demonstration by Mr.
Kelly's friends, and he was warmly
• congratulated on every hand..
dtf
•
called in the circuit court Tuesday
morning a pardon for the young man
from 6overnor Beckham was pre-
sented and young bash was given
his freedom, says the Madisonville
Hustler.
• Chambliss and the father of Cash
were engaged in a fight at Daweon
Springs last summer in front of a
business house, and it is said Chem-
bliss had Cash down and was beat- . -
lug him up considerably when the •
son rushed to his father's assistance.
He pulled a revolver and shot Chem-
bits, killing him-almost instantly.
At his first trial he was sentenced
I to a term of two years in the peni-
tentiary, but a new trial was grant-.
ed, and the governor's pardon was
presented this morning, whi.di frees
the young man.
Notice to Creditors.
David Smith, administrator of W.
G. Dulmage, etc., plaintiffs, vs.
W. S. Shelton and the unknown
heirs of W. C. pulmage, deceased,
defendants.
All persons having claims against
the estate of ,W. C. Dulinage, de-
ceased, are notified to file the same,
properly Proven, with Douglas Bell,
master commissioner of 'Christian
circuit court, on ,or before the 1st
day of Marcht 1907..
WitnetAs my hand 'as clerk of 'tee
Christian circuit court, -this, the ;'eh
day orlfebruliry., 4907:
C. R. CLARK.
Clerk Christian Circuit Court.
eod3twl t
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